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Building
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Outreach Program Is . .,
Looking For Respect )(U 111: U(
by Sean Dougherty
News Editor
The Trinity College Community
Outreach Program is fighting for
r p .

Why should a major campus
group, which received over 75 applicants to work at its soup kitchen
need to fight for respect among
the student body? For the simple
reason that few people know what
the soup kitchen is or where it is
located. Students are even less
likely to have heard of the other
•munity service programs Outreach organizes.
The new director of Community
f)utreach, IDP student John Fonfara, is hoping to change what he
sees as the Outreach program's
image problem. "We need to improve our image," said Fonfara,
"We aren't in the top five campus
activities likely to be thought of by
the students."
"We are at a crossroads right
now, not just because I'm here. We
are facing a situation of whether
we are going to go with the status
quo of the 10-12 programs that
we've been doing for years or
whether we make Outreach a visible, viable program on campus and
for the c9mmunity," he continued.

Community Outreach is currently expanding its tutoring program in conjunction
with
Hartford's "I Have A Dream" program, which provides ,college tuition for seventh graders if they go
on to graduate high school. The
program was designed by Trinity
professor Alan Ritter and his wife,
who is a UCONN Law professor.
According to Fonfara, some 50 odd
students are being helped by the
service and Trinity is now looking
to supply tutors for them. Most of
the students attend the Hartford
middle schools, McDonough and
Burns.
Another less well known program, which Fonfara says has a
''tremendous give-back," is the
"Adopt A Grandparent Program."
Through the program, Trinity students spend time with elderly people at local convalescent homes.
The most popular program run
by Outreach is the soup kitchen.
The demands are rigorous. Students not only have to staff the
kitchen and prepare the food, but
also raise the money to pay for the
food. Fonfara feels that the interaction with the poor and homeless

that are helped is a special experience, and well worth the effort.
Fonfara has hopes for the new
Literacy Volunteer Program,
which is being designed to help
functionally illiterate adults. The
program is run in conjuction with
the federal government's literacy
drive, and as a result the standards to become a tutor are fairly
high. "The government requires
six hours of study just to qualify to
donate time. I think it's a almost
prohibitive," said Fonfara. Hopefully, students with enough time to
donate to the program can be
found.
The Youth Emergency center is
a shelter for runaway children.
Fonfara did not have details on its
operation.
"Most of the programs are intentionally placed within walking
Continued on Page 3
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by John Claud

Students working for ConnPIRG and the Young Republican 's Club
registered 150 students and faculty members during last week's voter
registration drive.
photo by Meryl Levin

Annual Fund Surpasses Goal
Over The Top By More Than $100,000
by Hillary Davidson
Editor-in-Chwf

Gifts to Trinity reached an alltime high of $7. 7 million in a year
during which the Annual Fund exceeded its goal by more than
$100,000, according to President
James F. English, Jr.
The $7.7 million donated to the
College in 1986-87 included nearly
$4 million from alumni, $2 million
from friends, $700,000 from corporations, $400,000 from foundations, $300,000 from alumni
spouses, and $270,000 from parents. Bequests from alumni and
friends totaled $2,227,505.
"The number and size of the gifts
donated to the College this year
has by far exceeded our expectations. It's absolutely wonderful,"
commmented Constance E. Ware,
vice president for development.
The significant increase in contributions is due in part to the
growth of the Annual Fund. The
Annual Fund, which consists of
gifts from alumni, parents, friends
of the College, and business, and
industry, totaled $1,877,704 in
1986-87. The Alumni Fund, the
"backbone" of the Annual Fund,
received $1,380,050, 15 percent
more than its goal and 27 percent
more than was raised last year.
The Alumni Fund has grown 63

Students and their parents gathered to watch the Jazz Band perform on
Saturday afternoon outside the Cave.
photo by Meryl Levin

percent in the last two years alone.
The number of alumni contributing to Trinity was up 6 percent
from last year, and 44 percent of
alumni made contributions to the
Alumni Fund in 1986-87.
"The reunion gifts were extraordinary this year," said Ware, "the
25th reunion gave $202,302 - the
largest amount ever donated by a
single class.''
Additionally, there is a stronger
level of participation by the
younger alumni, those who have
graduated within the last ten
years. "The generous gifts made
to the CPllege are indicative of the
pride that alumni feel in Trinity,"
said Ware.
Other segments of the Annual
Fund also fared well this year. The
Parents Fund reached a new high,

with 495 donors contributing
$201,699, while gifts to the
Friends Fund and the Business and
Industry Associates totaled
$296,000.
The $7. 7 million total does not
reflect outstanding pledges to The
Campaign for Trinity, a three-year
$42 million fundraising effort now
in its second year. To date, the
Campaign for Trinity has collected
$30.4 million in gifts and pledges.
"Without the loyalty of alumni,
parents and friends who contribute their time and money to make
Trinity a better place, such outstanding results this year could not
have been possible,'' observed
Ware. "The College is grateful to
all those who volunteered their
time and gave their financial support."

A new academic building, to be
located on the southern third of
the Life Sciences Quad, is being
designed to house the Math Department, Engineering Department, and Computer Science
Department.
The still un-named building will
also contain a new computer center the new mathematics center
and several new class and seminar
rooms.
The building will contain approximately 45,000 gross square feet of
space. The largest amount of this
space will go to the Engineering
and Computer Science Departments.
The nationally-reputed architecture firm of Caesar Pelle will design the building. This company-is
know for its buildings on various
other college campuses, including
Rice University in Texas.
It is the first new building to be
put up on the Trinity campus since
1967 when the Life Science Building was constructed.
The director of the general planning of the building is Dr. John
Langeland, the director of Computer and Communications systems. He is working with a group
of faculty members including the
President, Treasurer, Dean of
Faculty and a professor of the Fine
Arts Department who specializes
in architectual design.
Most of the funding for the new
building is being provided by The
Campaign for Trinity.
$6 million is needed for the completion of the building, $2. 7 million
of which has been raised. The
Traveller's Insurance Company
has donated $235,000, as well as
Continued on Page 4

S ecurity Announces Projects
By Peter Swanson
Asst. News Editor
The two parking lots on either
end of Summit Street, lots A and
E, have been returned to student
parking by Security Director Biagio Rucci. Both lots have been
opened up as 24 hour parking for
students. "They are the only spots
we found that are not being used,"
said Rucci.
The addition of the two lots provide 31 new parking spaces for
students.
Along with the increase in student parking, Rucci is planning
further policy changes designed
not only to alleviate the school
parking problem, but also to make
the campus more secure.
Future plans include an increased surveillance system and a
bussing program that would provide a constant escort system for
travel across campus.
With the installment of a new
camera on the Ferris Athletic
Building a month ago, there are
now ten surveillance cameras on
campus.
Rucci stated that in two years,
there will be 12 cameras located
on campus, which will enable Security to sufficiently survey the
entire area.
Rucci has plans to install speaker
systems at each camera, enabling
students to directly contact. the Se-

curity office at any time. The vandal-proof speakers, designed by
Ramtech Phone Systems, will consist of a speaker line connected to
the Security office and an indicator button '1at will immediately
alert Security as to the student's
location.
Rucci said that a student in trouble, while he or she might not have
the time to speak to the office,
would have a chance to hit the indicator button and alert Security.
"It will be an audio and visual
surveillance system," said Rucci,
who is 75 percent sure that the
system will be installed.
.
In addition, Rucci has tentative
plans to implement a bussing system. A bus will circulate the campus and stop every half h?ur at
designated spots. The bus will ?r~vide an escort system, thus ehm1-

Ins ide:
Announcements.

nating the need to call the Security
office for a ride across campus.
Rucci explained the difficulties
in establishing such a system. "By
law, to operate that kind of bussing operation, all Security personnel would need to get a special kind
of license," he said.
Despite the difficulties, Rucci
said that "I would love to see an
escort bus service. It would enhance the whole system by adding
dependability."
Rucci also noted that adding the
bus system would provide an increased amount of surveillance to
the parking lot areas, where there
is the highest incidence of crime.
When asked about the likeliness
that such a system would be instituted Rucci responded, "I was real
confident a month ago, but now I
have some reservations."
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Op-Ed
Mr. Webster's Criticisms Based
On Lack Of Knowledge

Editorial
Open Period: Use It,
Don't Abuse It
Next week the Trinity campus will look like a deserted
ghost town. Why? Because next week is Open Period.
The Trinity Bulletin states that Open Period is meant
to be "used by both faculty members and students as
occasions to obtain relief from the pressures of schedule
and routine, to catch up and get ahead with academic
work, and to work on projects requiring blocks of time
not available during periods in which classes are meeting.
Faculty members are expected to maintain their normal
periods of time on campus, and students are expected
not to view these periods as an opportunity for a general
exodus from the College."
Yet, come Friday, taxis will be waiting in front of
Mather to take students away to the bus station, the
train station or the airport. Though not meant to be used
as a vacation, many students neglect their jobs and
responsibilities on campus and leave either to go home
or travel. There is nothing wrong with students taking a
day or two to relax and get away from Trinity. There is
something wrong, however, with students using the free
week to hit the ski slopes or the Caribbean beaches.
Although faculty are supposed to remain on campus,
some professors, correctly assuming that most students
will be away, leave Hartford as well. This is unfair to
students who have questions about and require help with
coursework or long-term projects.
Moreover, in an attempt to make up for the lost classroom time, professors assign extra work over Open Period. Yet, this defeats the purpose of Open Period.
Students often justly complain that because of all the
additional work, they find that they are more behind after
Open Period than they were before it.
No wonder then that there has been plenty of talk in
the past few years of abolishing Open Period. People
arguing against Open Period claim that it is an unearned
and little-deserved vacation for lazy and pampered students. Yet, if used properly Open Period is a helpful and
often necessary mid-term break. It enables students and
professors to clear off the stacks of papers accumulating
on their desks and check off items from their growing
lists of "things to do." The problem is that Open Period
is not used; rather it is abused by both students and
faculty.
It should be remembered then that Open Period is not
a right, but a privilege. It is a privilege, though, that can
all too easily be taken away if misused.

Ouduok l-ditors
lu) G Mill*/*"
NOTE: TheTftrnf
the idnoi and longer
opinion articles* ^mmmtt^
Jipl (tint double spaced.
Although there is noTmft to k
^ editor wsenes the nqht to condense letters of more
- than -250 JrTtsTAll letters submitted hv Friday, 5
p.m. will be considered for publication. Letters can be brought to the
Tripod office (Jackson basement) or placed in campus mail. Box 1310.
ff there are any further questions, the editorial hoard con be reached at
246-1829.

lnrly in choirs, for female soloists
to either softly sing or belt out lines
This IK in response to Mr. .John will) lots of vibrato as a natural
Webster's review of the Howard means to vent their wells of emoUniversity Chorale, titled "How- tion upon their audience. In this
ard University is Very Disappoint- way, the audience could experience the meanings of the different
ing-"
First, I'd like to state that the songs. The otherwise natural flow
title of the article is misleading. of a mali' background highlighted
Mr. Webster reviewed a choir con- their voices and kept the music line
cert, not the reputation of the moving. The style of the It &. H
school. Therefore, the title of the group Gladys Night, and the Pips
review should have encompassed is a contemporary example, of this
more of its subject, namely the technique.
Furthermore, if Mr. Webster
chorale itself.
Secondly, I am opposed to Mr. didn't believe that, we were priviWebster's assertion that the How- leged to have the. Howard Univerard Chorale was uninspiring. While sity Chorale sing at Trinity, then
he is entitled to his opinion, it is why did they receive' a standing
founded upon his lack of contact ovation and perform two encores?
with black culture. They were, in Ironically, Mr. Webster mentions
fact, very inspiring, incorporating this very fact in his review. It
vibrato, rhythm, and soul into oth- seems pretty clear that despite Mr.
erwise mellow, soft, harmonic mu- Webster's apparent mixed feelsic that is more characteristic of ings about the performance, the
white choirs. I have heard ninny of
the pieces which the chorale sang
before, but never with the syncopation and emotionally evoking1 dynamics characteristic of traditional
black gospel music. It is important To the Kdifor:
for Mr. Webster to note that many
of the compositions which the chorale sang were produced by black
A major problem in the United
composers whose musical exper- States today is the lack of particitise, accompanied by their cultural pation in the electoral system, esbackground, enabled them to cre- pecially among students and
ate music truer to the style of slave minorities. Loss than '10% of the
work songs and the black Ameri- people between the ages of 18 and
can experience.
21 are registered voters. An even
Thirdly, Mr. Webster makes an more startling fact is that of the
unknowledgeable contrast be- 40% who are registered, less than
tween the women's "heavy vi- half of them actually vote.
brato" as be put it, and the
It seems as if the; students in the
augmented natural flow of the mu- HMiO's waged a fruitless battle to
sic line which the men produced. attain the vote for people under
It was normal in the evolution of 21. Their efforts appear wasted on
black music in America, particu- the majority of today's youth. Our
apparent, apathy greatly weakens
our political strength as a group.
Furthermore, the lack of registered minority voters is equally
alarming. This problem is not necTo the Editor:
essarily due to apathy but to a lack
of information and perhaps a lack
While power lunching in the of hope. Participation in the elecCave on Tuesday, I noticed an ad
toral system may increase this
vertisement for the Underground,
hope if minorities are informed and
the student coffee house where I
encouraged to participate.
am a manager. Although quite
pleased with the publicity, I was a
little puzzled by a reference to a
"Math Center," I should just make
it clear that should a poor confused
computer coordinate major stumTo the Editor:
ble into the coffee house in search
of tutlelage, we don't keep a mathematician on the premises. PerPerhaps Pike's signs would not
sonally, I have enough trouble
have been removed two weeks ago
had they read: "Come on I wanna
adding up the price of two cheeselei ya, don't worry, I'll wear a rubcakes and a coffee, but we'll do our
ber!"
best.
After last week's controversy
concerning the sexually offensive
Sincerely,
reference in the Pike party slogan
Brent S. Ambacher, '89 A manand the subsequent removal of
Pike's signs by the Dean of Stuager at the Underground
dent's office, one would have expected an increase in sensitivity to
Editor's note: The appearance of
the potentially offensive nature of
"math center" on the advertisesex-related topics in posted anment for the Underground ommrt
nouncements on campus. I was diswhen the newspaper wan going to
appointed to read today the
the press, and thus could not have
following statement in an FAS anbeen avoided. I am truly sorry for
nouncement: "Men and Birth Conany miaundnstandiny' or confutrol because SAKE SEX IS
sion it might luwe nimed.
GREAT SEX!" I was not only ofTo the Editor:

I '•

rest of the audience appreciated it
und gave the chorale a most warm '
response.
An a final point, Mr. Wohster
commented KpeciI'ically on iwo
pieces, one nt' which was the "Alleleuia" by Randall Thompson. He
nays that this was performed flawlessly by the chorale. While such
declaratory praise is assumed to
have come from his lack of exposure to this type of music, his other
comments evidenced his lack of ox- t
posure to black American musk:.
1 caution Mr. Webster to he j
careful of such strong assertions, j
as his unenlightened comments '
about the Howard University Chorale's performance exhibited his
lack of knowledge of black American music
Sincerely,
Otis Bryant, '!»()

Students Should Vote

Underground
Math Center?

In an effort to combat these
problems, Connl'IRC, for the second year in a row, has established
a Voter Registration Committee.
Last Monday and Tuesday, the
committee registered, with the
help of the Republican Club, 150
students and faculty members. The
previous weekend Trinity students
went out into the surrounding
neighborhood with local groups to
help register members of the. community.
The Voter Registration Committee now plans In educate Trinity
students about the upcoming Hartford mayoral and city counsel elections. Often times people forget
that we are it part of Hartford and
that, we are directly affected by its
politics.
ConuI'lIiC would like to thank
the Republican Club for their help
in making this year's voter registration drive a .success.
Since)
Kellv Keating, 'SU
"-J u >:> n n I' Hf'twn. ' s "

FAS Slogan Is Offensive
fended by the sexual permissiveness encouraged in the wording ol
the. sign, but 1 was also disappointed In find that, the announcement was posted by a school
sponsored program.
While I value an increased
awareness of the dangers involved
in modern sexual behavior (especially considering the increased
spread of AIDS), I feel that the
organizers of this FAS discussion
could have shown a higher degree
of sensitivity. I don't want to make
this a bigger issue than it really
needs to lie, so please just accept
this as one bumkin expressing his
views and nothing more.

Sincerely,
Constantino (I, Andrews, 'HX

The Tripod will not be
coming out on October 20
and October 27 due to
Open Period.
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News
Trinity Students, Faculty Model
Fashions For Local Newspaper
by Joe Ragaglia
Newts Staff Writer
This fall's Imprint Fashion Display featured members of the
Trinity College community.
Eighty-eight Trinity students
and faculty under the direction of
Elizabeth Natale, Director of Media Relations, modeled clothing
from 64 area merchants.
Each year area merchants join
Imprint IVCMW, a supplement distributed in the West Hartford,
Avon, Farmington, and Simsbury
areas, to display fall fashions.
"Imprint chooses an area institution and has people involved with
the institution mode! the clothes,"
explains Natale. Last year, the
University of Hartford was featured.
By making Trinity available to
the photographer, the College received a free page of copy in the
Imprint paper. Trinity used the
page to advertise the programs it

has to offer, since many Hartford
residents are not aware of the
campus events that might interest
them.
The article listed many of the
musical and theatrical events, as
well as lectures, during the fall semester that are open to the public.
Also described in the article were
many of the educational programs
that are offered to area students.
Included in the list are the Partnership Programs, in which Trinity hosts talented and gifted high
school students for a series of lectures by Trinity professors.
Another important program is
Upward Bound, a federally funded
program for high school students
who might not otherwise have been
able to further their education.
Realizing the potential exposure
Trinity would receive through this
project. Trinity's Office of Public
Relations and Office of External
Affairs began recruiting both faculty and student models. "The pro-

ConnPIRG To Sponsor
World Food Week 1987
by Anne Bennett

The Hunger Committee of
ConnPIRG at Trinity is sponsoring
a week-long series of events from
October 11-15, with the hope of
creating a greater awareness of
hunger at both the global and local
levels.
"World Food Week" is an extension of last year's "World Food
Day," expanded because of its success.
"World Food Week," which attempts to educate students
through several projects, has
gained the support of the. faculty
as well as campus organizations
such as Community Outreach, Oxfam, the International Club, and
the Trinity Coalition of Blacks.
The week began on Sunday with
can drives at local supermarkets.
Students asked shoppers to donate

Building
Conlinued from Page 1
providing pro bono services in
overseeing the design of the building. The College is also looking to
two major foundations for funds,
and is hoping to pick up a challenge grant.
The preliminary drawings and
the revised cost estimates will be
presented at the meeting of the
Board of Directors in January.
Ground breaking is currently set
for March, 1989.

ATTENTION E.M.T.'S
Openings on ALL SHIFTS
Flexible hours and clays to
suit your schedule. Come in
and talk to our Personnel
Dcpt. and see what we have
to offer.
PROFESSIONAL
AMBULANCE
SERVICE INC.
130 SHIELD ST.
West Hartford, CT 06110
522-1612

canned goods and other items in
demand at Hartford soup kitchens
and shelters.
Yesterday and today, "pop
quizes" were administered in
classes by participating professors
to increase the awareness of the
facts of hunger, even in courses
that might not have touched on the
subject.
A letter writing drive has also
been planned to urge the American United Nations delegates to
distribute the $100 million dollars
promised to the U.N. by the United
States in the interest of world hunger. At this time only $13 million
of the original amount has been
provided.
During the second half of the
week, scheduled events include a
sit-in at tomorrow night's dinner,
with the help of some deans and
professors.
People involved in the sit-in will
eat rice to demonstrate the great
inequality of the world's food distribution system, and to help make
more visvial the lives of the hungryA guest speaker and live bands
in the Underground Coffee Housy
will close out the week. The Hunger Committee hopes to finish
"World Hunger Week" on a positive note. The message that
ConnPIRG hopes to emphasize is
that while hunger is grave problem
around the world, the efforts of
students here can have an effect.

cess of choosing student models
was not the must systematic," said
Natale," it is hard to contact students in the summer." Her office
sent out letters to Hartford area
Trinity students. Students were
asked to return a completed form
if they wished to participate.
Many students failed to answer
the letter, so Public Relations began a phone campaign. Falling
short of their goal of 8S students
and faculty, Natale ended up selling the idea to students in the
bookstore and Cave. The result
was a diverse slice of tile Trinity
community.
Natale's job was not complete
even after the 88 students were
found. "It was a major amount of
trouble even after 1 found enough
people," remembers Natale.
Transportation had to be provided
for the students to and from the
shooting.
Some of the faculty and administrators involved included Mimi
Burns, assistant director of Special Events and Calender, Trinity
golf coach, Charles Kolm, and
David Winer, dean of students. "It
was a good experience for students ami faculty," explains Dean
Winer who is saving a copy to show
his grandchildren.
While the majority of the models
were current students and faculty,
Public Relations also recruited alumni, and children and spouses of
the faculty.

Firefighters battie a small fire in an apartment on Crescent Street early
Saturday evening. The blaze caused no damage to nearby Frohman
Robb and Little dorms.

Trinity Completely Divested
by Patricia Canavan

In May of 198? the Board of
Trustees voted to divest the last of
Trinity's holdings in companies
which do business in South Africa,
resulting in a sale of stock worth
S7 million. The issue of divestment
has long been debated among the
Trustees, faculty, administration
and students. According to Vice
President Smith, there were various opinions -and views on the
matter,
"Some people felt that divestment would be effective," said
Smith "while others thought that
it would not put enough pressure
on the government of South Africa
to change, or would hurt the
blacks, and their cause."
Groups of students expressed
their support for divestment and
disapproval of apartheid by setting
up an anti-apartheid shanty on the
quad in the spring of 1986, and by
protesting at a faculty meeting.
In HtKf>, the Board made the decision to divest selectively after

THE SUMMIT HILL CAFE
So many reasons to visit the Summit
— Great prices Every night, starting at
$2.50/pitcher
— Kitchen open 'til 1 hour before closing
— Friday and Saturday nights — Trinity's
Andy Kate as D.J. (Bring your own music!)
— Wednesday is Trinity Shownite!!
The NEW Summit Hill Cafe
on Zion St., only a block from Vernon St.
"No problem with proper I.D."

studying and discussing the matter. The College divested of all
holdings in companies which had
not signed the Sullivan Principles.
The Sullivan Principles committed the participating companies
operating in South Africa to uphold policies of equal treatment for
all people in matters of employment. Divesting from companies
that did not follow the Sullivan
Principles resulted in the sale of
$3.5 million of Trinity's holdings.
After instituting this divestment, the Trustees decided that if
there was not a significant change
in the South African situation, they
would divest of the remaining
stocks in companies which did
business in South Africa. Thus, this
past May the Trustees made the

decision to divest the rest of Trinity's holdings.
Another outcome of the Board
of Trustee's consideration of the
issue of apartheid was the establishment in 1986 of a College-wide
education program. Vice President Smith said that the program
will continue to educate the College community about the situation in South "Africa.
On November 9, an Anglican
priest who works in South Africa
will speak at Trinity. Sponsored
jointly by the College and by the
Bishop Tutu Refugee Fund, the
Reverend is a member of the
United Democratic Fund and an
activist for people who live in the'
squatters' camps around Cape
Town.

NEED MONEY FAST?
Martinez 6f Riner Associates, Inc.
at 1500 Broad Street
(across from the Athletic Center)
offers Western Union money transfers
for quick cash from Mom and Dad. In
addition, Martinez & Riner services
include:
— Full Travel Services
—notary Public
— U.P.S. Package Delivery
— Motor Vehicle Papers
Martinez & Riner is open late many
nights, so call or drop by next time
you're in a bind for some fast $$$.

MARTINEZ ANB RINER ASSOC.
246-5001
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News
Local Priest To Speak On
Nicaraguan Experience
by Bill Silva
Special to the Tripod
On Thursday, October 15, at 7:30
p.m. in Seabury 9-17, Father
Thomas Goekler will speak on his
experiences in Esquipulas as he
discusses the topic of "Nicaragua:
Repression or Freedom?," a presentation sponsored by the Graduate Mentor Program.
Esquipulas, a town in the mountainous Montagalpa district of central Nicaragua, (about a two and
one-half hour drive from the capital, Managua.) is far from Trinity
in both distance and circumstances. For the past 18 months, Esqiiipulas has been the home of
Goekler, a Roman Catholic priest
on leave from the Hartford archdiocese.
As an Associate of the Maryknoll Fathers, a missionary order,
Father Goekler, 46, ministers to
the more than 20,000 people who
live in or near Esquipulas. Goekler
was a co-pastor of Sacred Heart
Church, a predominantly Hispanic
church in the north end of Hartford.
Comparing the two sets of experiences, Goekler is convinced
that "the way we treat poor people
in our region is connected to the
way we mishandle and manipulate
the poor around the world."
While at Sacred Heart Church,
Father Goekler was a vocal and
energetic advoacte for Hartford's
poor and disadvantaged. He frequently criticized the political and
business leaders of the eity and
state for their failure to address
the "great tragedy of the poor
among us."
"The poor in Hartford," Goekler
has written, "because of their lifestyles and myopic visions of oth-

Outreach
Continued from Page 1
distance of campus. We want to
make it as easy as possible for kids
to help out. The farthest one is "I
Have A Dream" and we are working on getting a van from the College to get people over there," said
Fonfara.
Fonfara also hopes to enlist the
use of the faculty in selling Outreach to the students. "They can
advertise for us through their
classes, just by speaking about
things like the need for tutoring in
the subjects they teach."
Fonfara added that he felt math,
engineering, and science tutors
would be especially valuable because so few Hartford students
have been exposed to study in
those areas.
In terms of self-promotion, Fonfara is organizing a forum of businessmen from leading banks,
insurance agencies, accounting and
legal firms, to discuss how recruiters from their respective fields
view volunteerism.
"Students need to be reminded
that there is more to life than getting an education and a job and
getting the benefits from that,"
said Fonfara.
He further commented that
while past directors John Bonelli
and Bridget McCormack had done
remarkable work in increasing
Outreach's visibility, there is still
considerable work to be done before Trinity's program is on par
with other Northeastern universities.
"We are accomplishing things
here. I hope people will be as aware
of us as they are of T.C.A.C. or the
Student Activities Office," concluded Fonfara.
There will be a meeting for all
students interested in working for
Community Outreach on Tuesday
night in Seabury 14.

ers, are the obstacles, not the
cataiysts, to [the] growth and deveVipmenr f"f •'he poor]."
Goekler has been equally critical
of the leaders of his own Catholic
Church. During his years in Hartford he objected to the archdiocese's lack of concern for the
needy parishes of the inner-city.
He called on the wealthy churches
of the suburbs to share their more
abundant resources with poor
churches such as his own.
When, after 12 years at Sacred
Heart, Father Goekler was sent by
his superiors to a new parish, some
in his congregation were upset. As
one person gave voice to her suspicions at the time, "Goekler always spoke and fought for the
people's rights within the church
and community. Was the archdiocesan action a way to quiet a man
who knows how to fight for equality within the church establishment and the government?"
Goekler's efforts to improve the
lives of the members of his congregation and of the poor in Hartford
were often considered to be controversial. His protest of the development and deployment of
nuclear weapons by the government of the United States, also solicited controversy.
In 1979, Father Goekler was arrested for blocking the entrance to
the Electric Boat facility in Groton, Connecticut, the production
site for the Trident submarine.
Goekler considers militarism to
be one of America's "sins," along
with sexism, racism, and classism.
Much of his life has been devoted
to confronting these conditions of
oppression and what he sees to be
their ill effects in society, here in
Hartford, Connecticut, and now is
Esquipulas, Nicaragua.
Both critics and admirers of
Father Goekler consider him to be
"a man committed to his community," in the words of Hartford
Auxiliary Bishop Peter A. Rosazza. Goekler has also been called
a man who challenges his community, "challenging them to use
their potential, especially in the
area of social justice."

Woodsy Owl says
for Clean Air Ride a Bike

Give a hoot
Don't pollute.

News From Other Campuses
Colgate
The Alumni Inter Fraternity Sorority Council (AIFSC) has
adopted a new alcohol policy, banning tups, kegs and beorbiills from
house property. The AIFSC cited
destruction and violence at fraternity and sorority parties as the primary reason for the new measures,
as well as concerns over insurance
liability.
Three prospective Colgate students were indicted by a grand jury
for the alleged rape of a female
student. The incident occurred
early on the morning of August 2
during a party being held at the
Sigma Chi fraternity house. The
three men all face multiple counts
of first degree rape.

Wesleyan
The Board of Trustees has approved plans for the construction
of a new $17.5 million gymnasium
complex. A site for construction of
the new facility has been chosen,
and the green light has been given
to a design team. Scheduled for
opening in January of 1990, the
complex will consist of a 50 meter
swimming pool, a field house, a 200
meter track, locker rooms and support facilities.
Several fights broke out at a
party sponsored by the Alpha
Kappa Alpha (AKA) sorority on
the night of September 26. Wesleyan Public Safety Officers and
six Middletown police units were
needed to disperse the unruly
crowd. The party was closed early
following several fights, but the
police were called in when violence
continued outside. The fighting included "numerous non-Wesleyan
'people, including some students
from Trinity College and the University of Hartford," said Director
of Public Safety Harry Kinne.
Members of the Wesleyan faculty have inititiated a "job action"
to boycott faculty meetings. The
job action is the latest move in an
ongoing dispute between the faculty and administration over salaries. The faculty's major grievance
concerns assistant professor compensation, which the faculty feels
is below the level of comparable
colleges and universities. The job
;iction will apply to all faculty
meetings not concerning "business that is unpostponable and
crucial to the welfare of the university."

more than 20 years, was arrested
by an unilercdver male police officer after he approached the officer
at a rest area "where homosexuals
hang out." Donovan is on an indefinite leave of absence.

Amherst
In im effort to educate the All)
hurst College community, Dean of
Students Benson Lieber has announced new guidelines address
ing attendance of students who
have AIDS, All students diagnosed as having AIDS or with clinical evidence of infection with the
AIDS associated virus (IlTlAMil)
will be allowed to attend class,
study areas, libraries, and theaters
and to live in dormitories. Students having AIDS will be seen by
:i member of the Ainherst medical
staff, and proper hoiill.li care will
lie provided in coordination with
the. diagnosing physician.
Exclusion from active participation in campus life will occur only
if the student is too ill to attend
classes, has skin eruptions or
weeping lesions which cannot, be
covered adequately, or is engaged
in drug abuse or sexual activity
which endangers a partner.

Oberlin
The Board of Trustees voted IS
to (5 to divest from South Africa.
As of June 1, 1088 all $14 million

of Olicrlin stuck will have been
transferred, settling an issnt; which
has lict'i) debated for 20 years. In
making this decision, Obei'lin joins
(ill other colleges and universities
across Hie nation, bringing the tolal slock divestiture to over $240
million,

Princeton
Highly students and several
members of the faculty were
struck with food poisoning following lunch on September lfi. The
mitlireak was traced to batches of
turkey and tuna salad which wuru
prepared at a kitchen serving both
the Rockefeller and Mathey residential colleges. This is the third
such incident since last September.

Holy Cross
The head of the philosophy department, I Hide lleiu, was dismissed following her use of
department slaliouary for a prounioii letter. In dismissing Ilein, u
loss "of confidence in (her) ability
to lend (her) department, in a
professional manner" was cited as
the main cause. The dismissal letter also made direct reference to
the use of the department letterhead. Ilfin called the incident "an
oversight," The administration refused t,o comment, on whether the
pro-union letter was the direct
cause of Ilein's dismissal.

BLOOM COUNTY

by Eerke Breathed
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Brown
On Tuesday, September 15, the
dean of freshmen and sophomores
at Brown University was arrested
and charged with "open lewd and
lascivious behavior." Bruce Donovan, a member of the faculty for

SUBSCRIBE TO THE WIPODi
STUDENTS, PARENTS, ALUMNI - IF YOU
WOULD LIKE THE TRIPOD DELIVERED TO
YOUR DOORSTEP EVERY WEEK FOR THE
1987-88 ACADEMIC YEAR, SEND $15 AND
THE FORM BELOW TO:
THE TRINITY TRIPOD
BOX 1310
TRINITY COLLEGE
HARTFORD, CT 06106

Qaieway to London and 'Beyond

ITHACA i COLLEGE

H SEMESTER OR YEAR PROGRAM
B ITHACA COLLEGE CREDIT
H BRITISH FACULTY
Learn about British and European
cultures through courses in
literature, history, business, music,
sociology, communications,
politics, and much more. Special
program ottered in Drama.
Internships available to qualified
students in international business,
social services, communications,
political science, and economics.
Visits to the theatre, museums,
galleries, schools, social and
political institutions are an integral part of the curriculum.
For further Information write:
International Programs -SP
(
Ithaca College, Ithaca, New York 14850
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Announcements
Tuesday:
Di'. David Giedroc, Yale University, will lecture on "Nucleic Acid
Binding Proteins of the AIDS and
T4 Viruses," in Room 105, Clement Chemistry Building at 4:15
p.m.
"Advertising: Wasteland or
Wonderland" will be the topic of a
lecture by Thomas H. Carey, managing' director of the New York
office of D'Arcy, Marius. Benton
and Bowles (DMB & B). at 8 p.m.,
October 13, in McCook Auditorium.
Carey began his career with
DMB & B as an assistant account
executive, rising to senior vice
president in 1975. His experience
includes managing and serving
such accounts as Harclee's, Games
Pet Foods, and several Proctor and
Gamble and General Foods brands.
In addition to his position as managing director of DMB & B, he is
a member of the firm's board of
directors.
Mary Jo Salter will read from
her poems in Alumni Lounge,
Mather Hall at 8:15 p.m. A reception will follow.
Rev. Richard A. McCormiek, Professor of Theology at Notre Dame
University and an expert on moral
theology will speak at the Cigna
Corporation Auditorium, 900 Cottage Grove Rd., Bluomfield. The
lecture will be entitled, "Gift of
Life: Medical Technology and Morality." The lecture will focus on
the medical ethics and moral issues involved in genetic engineering and biomedical technology.
Donation $5.00, $2.50 with group.

Wednesday:
Professor Helen Lang of the
Philosophy Department, will discuss "Aristotle's Physics: Teleological Procedure and its HalfLife," in the Faculty Club, Hamlin
Hall, at 4:15 p.m.
Professor Robert Palter will talk
about "Mathematical Principles of
Natural Philosophy," in McCook
Auditorium at 4 p.m.

Thursday:
Nathan Glazer, professor of education and social structure at.
Harvard University, will deliver
the 1987-88 Mead Lecture in Political Science. The lecture will be
held at 8 p.m. in Goodwin Theater
of the Austin Arts Center. Glazer
will address such issues as the consequences of immigration reform
for national social problems, social
cohesion, and coherent foreign policy.

Glazer, who has taught at Harvard since 1%!*, is the author of
numerous books ami articles. Titles of his publications include
"Ethnic Dilemnas, KH'4-ll.)82";
"Ethnic Groups in History Textbooks," with Reed Ueda; "Affirmative Discrimination: Ethnic
Inequality and Public Policy": and
"Beyond the Melting Pot." with
Daniel Patrick Moynihan. He is
also the editor of many publications as well.
"Nicaragua: Repression or
Freedom?" A presentation and
discussion with Fr. Thomas Goekler at 7:30 p.m. in Seabury 9-17.
Fr. Gnekler, a Maryknoll Associate on leave from the Hartford
Archdiocese, has recently returned from an 18-month stav in
Nicaragua.
Trinity students will have an opportunity to work for members of
the Connecticut General Assembly
during the spring semester for four
or possibly two course credits in
the Trinity College Legislative Internship Program.
This program provides a unique
opportunity for Trinity students to
see how government works from
the inside, and in many cases to
have an input into the policy-making process, as well as serve as key
links between legislators and their
constituents.
An informal meeting will be held
October 15, at 4 p.m. in McCook
203, for interested students by
Professor Diana Evans of the Political Science Department, Director of the program. Refreshments
will be served at the meeting. Application forms may be picked up
at the meeting from Professor Evans or from Mrs. Elaine Garrahy,
Administrative Assistant of the
Political Science Department. The
application deadline is Wednesday, October 21.
Please attend a meeting for Students Against Apartheid in the
Alumni Lounge at 8 p.m. Be involved! Take an active stance regarding equality and civil rights in
South Africa.

Monday:
"Children's Literature and the
New Realism" by Oliver Butterworth, a West Hartford resident
and author of numerous children's
books. 8 p.m. in the Watkinson Library.

Tuesday,
October 20:
"Russian History Through the
Eyes of the Artist" by Professor
James L. West, at 12 noon in Austin Arts Center.

"a
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Wednesday,
October 21:
A lecture entitled "Computers
and Music" will be given by George
Todd, professor of music at Middlebury Culiege. Buyer Auditorium, Life Sciences Center, at 8
p.m.

Friday,
October 23:
Citysin.gers of Hartford perform
with members of Hartford Symphony Orchestra in the chapel at
8:15 p.m. Works by Bach. Ravel.
Handel.

For Your
Information:
Attention Organization and
Club Leaders: Proposed budgets
for this year must be submitted to
your SGA Budget Committee Liason's box by 5:00 p.m. on October
1(5.
A Talmud "Choog" meets every
Tuesday at 70 Vernon St., Office
B-7, 11:15-12 noon. Tractate Gittin
(Divorces) lead by Rabbi H. Keissar of the Department of Religion.
Theater Newington will be presenting the play "Wait Until Dark"
by Fredrick Knotts. The dates of
the production are: November 6,
7, 13, 14, 20, and 21 at 8:00 p.m.
in the Newington Town Hall Auditorium 131 Cedar St. Newington.
Bring your student 1.1), and receive $2 off the regular $5 ticket
price.
Selections from the George F.
MeMurray collection will be on display in Widener Gallery, Austin
Arts Center, from 1-5 p.m. daily
until October 28.
Exhibits on display in Watkinson Library: "Once Upon a Time:
Illustrated Editions of the Classic
Fairy Tales," and "Bill Hildebrandt's Teaching Aids and Other
Scribal Ephemera." Library hours:
8:80 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. These exhibits will be on display until January,
A photography exhibit by photojournalist Christopher Sholes
entitled "Living Gods: Hindu
Faces" will be on display in Austin
Arts ('enter Lobby until October
27. Hours are 1-5 p.m. daily.
Library hours for the two Saturdays of Open Period, October 17
and October 24, are: 10:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m.

Nathan Glazer, professor of education and social structure at Harvard
University, will deliver the 1987-88 Mead Lecture in Political Science
on the consequences of immigration reform at 8 p.m. in the Goodwin
Theater.

Renbrook School of West Hartford will hold its 11th Annual SKI SALE on October 22 through 24th. This year's sale
will be BIGGER and BETTER than ever! 30% to 50%
SAVINGS ON OVER $500,000 WORTH OF BRAND
NAME MERCHANDISE:
— the latest skiis. . . Rossignoi, Head, Olin, K2 and more
— state of the art bindings and poles
— boots by Nordica, Salomon, Raichle. etc.
— clothing for the entire family, for skiiers and nonskiiers
Bring in your old ski equipment and clothing, and we will
sell them for you!
Win free lift tickets or other valuable door prizes!
Don't miss it! . . . FUN. EXCITEMENT. SELECTION
AND SAVINGS! Mark your calendars now!
The plaee:Renbrook School
2865 Route 44 (I1/; miles West of Bishops
Corner) West Hartford
Sale time: Thursday & Friday. Oct 22 & 23 4 -9pm
Saturday
Oct 24
9am-4pm
Consignments accepted:Tuesday
Oct 20
12N.-4pm
Information: 236-1661

CAREER
COUNSELING
UPCOMING
EVENTS!
TODAY: At 4:00 p.m. in the Rittenburg Lounge guest speaker Thomas H. Carey of D'arcy Masius, Benton & Bowles will be giving an informal presentation to address your career related questions about
the Advertising field. Mr. Carey will also be giving a formal address
"Advertising, Wasteland or Wonderland" at 8:00 p.m. in McCook Auditorium.
Wednesday, October 14th a Resume Workshop will be held in the
Alumni Lounge from 6:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Stop by and get some
indispensible tips on how to write or improve your resume.
INFORMATION SESSION - On Thursday, October 15th a representative from the CORO Foundation will be discussing the specifics
of the intensive nine-month 1988-89 Fellows Program in Public Affairs at 7 p.m. in the Alumni Lounge.

lliomas H. Carey, managing director oi die New York
D'Arcy, Marius, Benton and Bowles will deliver a lecture on "Advertising: Wasteland or Wonderland" at 8 p.m. in McCook Auditorium

Only 15 more resume writing days left until the October 29 Consortium Deadline.
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Think there's no place in business for
someone with a liberal arts degreeThink again.
Look into careers in Communications Management. A Master's from The
Annenberg School of Communications, combined with your bachelor's
degree, can open the right doors.

Some examples...
Suzanne B., B.A. French, U.C., Berkeley. Annenberg M.A.
Vice President, Programming Sales, ABC Radio
Steve B., B.A. Fine Arts, Ohio University. Annenberg M.A.
Senior Vice President, Creative Affairs, Columbia Pictures-TV
Paul Q, B.A. English, U. Michigan. Annenberg M.A.
Manager, Marketing and Public Policy, Pacific Bell
Sara K., B.A. Political Science, Duke. Annenberg M.A.
Director, Creative Services, Assoc. of TV Programming Executives
Pam R., B.A. Asian Studies, Mount Holyoke. Annenberg M.A.
Director, Public Relations, St. Paul Medical Center
Karl K., B.A. Economics, USC. Annenberg M.A.
Senior Management Consultant, Price Waterhouse
Wendell F., B.A. Radio/TV/Film, Northwestern. Annenberg M.A.
Senior Analyst, Research, Walt Disney Co.
Roger A., B.A. Political Science, U.C., Berkeley. Annenberg M.A.
Manager, Telecommunication, Computer Sciences Corp.
If you are interested in careers in communications, come to a talk and Q&A
about professional opportunities and graduate programs you can consider.
Speakers from The Annenberg School of Communications, USC, Los Angeles.

Date: Tuesday, November 3
Place: Faculty d u l l , Hamiln HaBS
Time: 4:00 p.m.
sViore information, call: 527-3151, x 229
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World Outlook
The New Aggressiveness
of the Political Press
by Bill Sullivan
World Outlook Stuff Writer
With the abrupt downfalls of
Gary Hart and Joe Biden, the role
of tile press in evaluating presidential candidates has come into
question. The media doesn't seem
to be satisfied anymore with just
reporting the issues; they feel
compelled to actually judge a candidate's behavior and dig up whatever dirt they can find. This is all
done in the name of free speech.
On. occasion, the press lias made
the famed Plumbers of the Nixon
White House look legitimate.
For the first time since liltiS, the
incumbent president is not a candidate, so the situation is magnified. The field is large, and the race
is still wide-open, so not only does
the press have a lot of targets, it
knows it can greatly affect the outcome of the race. Of course, this
knowledge makes reporters act
like a horde of Boy Scouts converging on defenseless old ladies
in search of merit badges.
Some scrutiny is good — it challenges candidates and informs voters. It's a cliche, but the media
should concern itself with the candidates' stands on issues, not their
individual quirks. However, it is
necessary to know a person's character to some extent. Gary Hart,
for example, aided his own demise
by taking risks which clearly weren't worth the costs. He challenged the media and lost. Hart's
alleged adultery wasn't nearly as
significant as it was senseless. In

1984, there was Jesse Jackson's
"hymie" remark and Geraldine
Ferraro's finances; now. the news
is that Pat Robertson's son was
conceived out of wedlock.
Of course, the media isn't the
only challenge candidates must
face. The cost of running for election is higher than ever before.
Congress has been working on
campaign rofnrin. but there is no
agreement in sight, as spending'
continues to shoot through the
roof. Too often, success is dictated
by the ability to raise colossal
amounts of money which finances
more than a year of glad-handing,
advertising, and gimmickry. Also,
a losing candidate may take years
to pay off debts. Sen. John Glenn
is still paying for his relatively
short campaign in 198-1.
Presidential aspirants also face
personal disclosure statements
which far exceed the realm of useful information. Apparently, the
press now feels more comfortable
asking potentially embarrassing
questions straight-up than investigating on its own. A few months
ago, The New York Tiim'n sent
questionnaires to all the candidates requesting medical histories
and detailed personal information
along with the standard background information. When the
howls of protest began, (even from
Paul Simon's campaign — What's
he hiding?) the Times withdrew the
request.
With the line between the public's right to know and the politician's right, to a certain amount of
privacy so fine, some feel it just

Wmcecwr&r!

isn't worth running anymore. At
least for the moment, Sen. Sam
Nuvm and Gov. Mario Cuomo have
come to that conclusion. Yet, they
may be trying to avoid the worst
of the campaign by entering the
race late. Of course, if things continue as they have, there will be no
one left for the New Hampshire
primary — except .Jesse Jackson.
Nothing could keep him from running.
The net result of all these demands is an increased risk to candidates who do decide to run. The
prestige of public office has been a

by David L. Molner
Tripoli Slujj Writrr
For the past several years, corporate America has played host to
a bacchanalian onslaught of mergers and acquisitions. The phrase
that pays on Wall Street is the "the
leveraged buyout" (LBO).
Market indicators, however,
point to a possible end of the sack
and plunder business. True, hostile
takeovers won't disappear altogether, but it is entirely possible
that they will be consumed by a
fatal slowness.
Foremost in my mind is (he idea
that commercial banks will soon
jump into the same game. It lias
been too long now that commercial
banks have been spectators to
hard-core, money making mergers,
while the rich brokerage houses
ami investment, banks fatten up on
a target-rich environment. When
that happens, take to your heels;
too many cooks spoil a merger,
tlven without commercial banks
in the acquisition arena, competition remains intensely high. Take
this past week as a case in point
The recently rejected $ti5-a-share
bid by the Tafts for Dayton-Hudson Corp. was boosted $:^ a share
to $(iX and subsequently turned
down for a second time. DaytonHudson was able to ward off the
deep-pocketetl Tafts but when
news of rejection #2 hit the market, they dumped the soaring Dayton stock for a $10 per share loss.
Fun, isn't it?
Hoys in dark suits everywhere
are finding that the ol' sponge just
isn't .soaking up companies like it
used to. Zayre and Alexanders,
which enjoyed mild stock increases

earlier this week amid rumours of
possible takeovers, fell too by
week's close as investors lost faith.
However, investors caution that
takeover bids alone won't put a cap
on the gorgon head of LHO's,. Hut
a decline in corporate earnings in
the second half of this year as well
as early 1988 just might slow
things down.
The 2-year-old slide of the dollar
seems to me to be reaching the
bottom of its long, downhill ride.
Corporate profit-seekers will soon
find that their well has run dry for
two reasons. Specifically, a slowly
strengthening dollar will put a
crimp in the competitiveness of
American goods and foreign sales
will dmp off.
In the merger world, corporate
earnings remain the largest factor,
and as a result, investors might be
discouraged by next year's sagging profit projections.
Lastly, as the Federal Reserve
Board raised its prime lending rate
to banks to (,l 1/-1% this week and
the Dow slid some liio points on
the Big Board, 1 find it hard to pan
for gold nuggets. Short-term pessimism may not be fair, though. As
Umg-term indicators still loom
large on the horizon, the destiny
of the LBO remains to a large extent uncertain. Of special importance this coming week, is the
disclosure of the U.S. foreign debt
All this, however, does not ineai
corporate America will remove tin
patch from its left eye; the LB(
pirates still have plenty of sea ti
sail on, However, one never know*
when those waters could dry up a;
in the venture capital market fi
asco in '82. Therefore, my best ad
vice to you is t.o wear a life, jacket

ment, and this is the one of the
places where we must be mostj
competitive with other countries,
if we are retain our influence.
There is no such thing as "testing the waters" anymore. Anyone
who dares to dip his big toe in the
political whirlpool had better be
prepared to be thrown in head
first. Now that prospective candidates know this, they are reluctant
to take a chance. Until the role of
the media becomes more clearly
defined, we probably face some
weak leadership in the near future.

The Contradictions In Nicaragua
by l'eter Schwartzman
Tripnd Star)' Writer

To Merge or not to Merge

powerful attraction for quite some
time, yet it is not without its disadvantages. For instance, the most
talented leaders now have the
choice between securing six-figure
jobs in the private, sector or throwing themselves to the wolves, in
order to compete for a low-paying'
but powerful position in government. These days, more potential
candidates are choosing the safe
route because the media often portrays our leaders as incompetent
people who are incapable of effective administration. That leaves
less talented people in govern-

The t'.N. speech by Nicaragua!!
president Daniel Ortega has renewed the debate over policy in
Central America. President Reagan continues to try to derail the
peace plan and push for .support
for the Contras. President Reagan
does not want the Sandinistas in
power, and it is this conviction that
needs to be addressed in an innovative way. No one else wants
them in power either, but the fact
is they are in control. This gives
the U.S. two choices: we can try
to drive them out or try to make
the best of the situation. The way
to make the best of the situation
would hie to use the Contras as leverage in direct negotiations with
the Nicaraguans.
At the present lime, the Sandinistas eitUUot he pushed out with-

out an unwanted large scale
invasion which would include U.S.
troops. Instead, we should enter
into negotiations which would
force the Sandinistas to agree to a
ceasefire as well as improve the
dreadful conditions in the country.
The bargaining chip that might
force them to accept the plan is the
Contras. In the Oontras, we have
a political element that will support the U.S., and this element
should tie constructively vised in
negotiations. Thus, the U.S. should
accept a diminished short term role
for the Contras in order for longterm success.
If the U.S. were able to gain a
ceasefire and a gradual integration
of the Contra element into the society, it would be a victory. The
Contras are supported by most of
the population, but they do not
have a strong political base in the
country. They have military power,
but. they need that political clout.

A buildup of their political power
through U.S. participation in the
country would help the situation.
The Sandinistas have to be tricked
into allowing- the Contras to have
a role in the government. This possible role will allow them to build
their influence.
The U.S. needs to use cunning
and guile to achieve its goals in
Nicaragua. President Reagan
should use the peace, plan to bring
the stability to the region that is
crucial for a long-term plan to,
work. The Contras should not be
disbanded, but their methods
should be shifted. The. goal of removing the Sandinistas is not possible through military power alone;
practical political power is needed.
The Contras can be the tool to turn
the screws on the Sandinistas and
maintain pressure. Clearly, a
higher level of expertise in politics
and intelligence is needed to deal
with problems in Nicaragua,
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by Wendy Rawlings
"So, you're at Trinity," the
chairman of my high school guidance department boomed, hiking
up his polyester slacks over his
belly. I had come back to visit my
own guidance counselor, but this
overbearing, barrel-chested man
had accosted me before I could slip
into her office.
"That's right, Mr. Vinetti." I
tried to sidestep, but he was too
quick for me. Mr. Vinetti is one of
those men whom you just know
played football in his youth. He has
the look of a former athlete who
now spends his time tossing down
beers in front of the tube on Sunday afternoons instead of tossing
a football around.
"Trinity," he said again. "A real
work hard - play hard school, from
what I hear. I like that." He puffed
up his chest and slapped his fist
into the palm of his other hand. I
scooted out of the way, sensing
that I might be the recipient of a
hearty thump on the back if I didn't
watch out. Mr. Vinetti conceives
of the world as one huge football
game, and I could tell that he
wanted to congratulate a teammate (i.e. me) on a job well done.
I didn't think much of
tf r. Vinetti's assessment of Trinity
it the time, but now that I've been
lere for three years, I'm beginiing to think he was right on tar•et. It's not just the macho,
iftyish, paunchy ex-football player
ypes who admire the work hard lay hard attitude; we speak about
ur friends who can live that life
ith a kind of respectful awe. I
Dn't know how many times I've
;rolled down the Long Walk and
^erheard someone saying, "Did
3u see Jake this morning? He
rote a twenty page paper last
ght, partied with us until six in
le morning, then just stayed up
> he could go to his internship at
ne." The response to this infor-

mation is never "Hey, I should tell
him to slow down or he'll burn
himself out before his next birthday." It's more likely to be, "Is he
partying tonight?"
Although we all know that a person whose lifestyle prescriptives
consist of a high malt diet and very
little sleep is bound to crash sooner
or later, we continue to revere that
lifestyle over a more moderate one.
People at Trinity don't mention the
fact that they've gotten eight
hours of sleep on the rare occasions when that occurs, but they'll
sit and guzzle coffee at dinner,
trading stories about who's gotten
the least amount of sleep that
week. I finally gave up on Saga
after I found myself sitting with
eight other people at dinner one
night, everyone so jittery from the
caffeine that all we could do was
tap our spoons on the table and
check our watches every fifteen
seconds.
Similarly, people love to trade
drinking stories, particularly the
ones which I like to call the "How
Much" stories. A good time hasn't
been had by all unless the keg
made a hollow sound when you
knocked on it the following' morning, and men in particular gauge a
good time by whether nine-tenths
of the people at the party had to
leave the room and puke at some
point during the evening. (That's
one of the ways men gauge a good
time, but the other way is another
column altogether). Are these just
the capitalistic notions of competition and a kind of too-literal conspicuous consumption at work, or
are we all a bunch of self-destructive personalities? When did moderation get such a bad reputation?
For the amount of coffee we consume all week, and alcohol all
weekend, I'm amazed that everyone looks so good. But then, that's
the magic of youth.

Can You Draw?
^re You Funny?
Be a Tripod
Cartoonist.
[f Interested,
Contact Box 1918.

liavbe the, Democrats
aren't up +0 a
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PERIPHERAL VISION
by Kasia Daly
1 have found that my moods are
directly related to Hartford's horrible weather. This winter is supposed to be colder than usual, so I
am looking forward to it. Hopefully instead of constant freezing
rain we will get snow. Walking
across even our small campus is a
chore when your coat becomes
soaked and then freezes. Driving
along Connecticut's narrow, curvy
roads in snow is harrowing, but
there is nothing better than being
snowed in with no classes, lots of
friends, and the Trinity power
generators. Once the regular
school heat kicks in, we can have
steambaths in Jones Pits. The tile
in the Jarvis hot tubs won't be so
cold.
Already this semester we have
experienced scorching heat and
Cave bees and freezing rain. I
quickly discovered why Northeasterners layer their clothing: frost,
then sun, rain, and humidity in the
same day. Is there another place
in the country where a female can
wear Bean boots, ski socks, long
underwear, a Laura Ashley dress,
and an Icelandic wool sweater?
Since my clothing is influenced by
the weather and my moods are influenced by the weather, as the
long rainy winter wears on my
moods grow darker and darker and
so does my clothing. I find myself
wearing more and more black, as
if I live in the Village instead of
the Camp.
When I am cold and depressed,
I tend to go to sleep with all my
clothes on. It's too much of an effort to peel off layer after layer
while shivering on a cold, bare
dorm floor only to "dress for bed"
in still more layers. Because of this
habit, and because, being a fake
artist, I have a futon, I try not to

BLOOM COUNTY
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wear black as often us my mood
would dictate. I Loud to wake up
covered in pin feathers. I should
hire myself out as a Trinity Bantarn.
I wish Trinity had working fireplaces. 1 ;im Klurtinn' to go through
fireplace withdrawal once again.
My Dad tried to alleviate this by
giving me one of those electric
•fireplaces with a light bulb in hack
of a plastic "fire." Needless to say,
it didn't help. I turned it into a blue
strobe light fire. I used to go over
to DICE or the Hall to visit their
fireplaces, but too ninny people are
on to this now and there fin; lines.
It's also become tricky to go to
fraternity houses during the week
- that 100 person rule. Thank goodness Trinity didn't follow Anihcrst
in banning frats. It's not that I
support tiu; Greek system, but,
fireplaces art1 a commodity tlmt
must be protected. Campus student housing can't have firoplaccK
because of some governmental fire
wide).
I became attached to fireplaces
because 1 actually did trudge home
a mile from school in the snow to
an underheated house. Fortunately, we had three fireplaces and
five electric blankets. I would build
a fire downstairs, turn on the fire
upstairs (gas), and walk from room
to room in an electric blanket,
plugging it into nearby sockets. It
was at this time that I discovered
hot mulled cider, hot cocoa with
peppermint, and almond espresso.
Hot weather makes me sleepy,
and cold weather does not wake
me up. The only difference is that
one demands cold (diet sehiv.ophrenia) Coke and the other demands
hot coffee. At least the coffee
doesn't kill Cave rats or attract
bees.
P BOY, I'LL JBM YA...
•Ap NOTHIH' STAYS Trig

1502 BROAD ST.
CALL
TODAY

246-7209

DONIZETTI'S PIZZA
IT'S FAST AND
IT3S FRESH!

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK
4:00-2:00
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Features
Semester at Mystic Seaport Better than Europe
by Seth Goodwin

Ever since I first arrived at Trinity, I'd planned to take a semester
either abroad, domestic, or both.
Before I even got into the complexities of investigating programs abroad, I saw an
advertisement in Mather for a semester of American Maritime
studies at Mystic Seaport Museum. Yes, occasionally it does pay
to read bulletin boards in Mather.
After receiving some information
from the program, which is run in
connection with Williams College,
I began to consider it seriously. My
advisor then helped me to decide
between going to Europe or Mystic by pointing out that one can
always go live in Europe, but that
a semester in maritime studies at
a seaport is completely unique.
On her advice I spent this past
spring at Mystic with twenty other
students, mostly from other small
New England colleges. Unique it
was. In fact, Mystic is the only museum in the country which offers a
full college semester program. The
length of the program enables students to take in - depth courses
such as Literature of the Sea, Maritime History (with a former Williams professor who is one of the
leading maritime historians in the
country today), Marine Policy, and
Marine Ecology of Oceanography.
Academically, the semester was
as demanding as any at Trinity.
However, the academic atmosphere was much different. We had
formal classes in the morning and
early afternoon. The rest of the
time was devoted to hands - on
learning. This meant working at

the Seaport for two afternoons
every week at one of the following
jobs or projects: sailing, boatbuilding, work in the shipyard, restoration of seaport boats, or demo
squad.
I chose demo squad because it
seemed to allow for the most variety of work at the seaport. Six of
us were the student version of the
full - time staff, giving demonstrations of various old seaport activities for the public. We climbed the
rigging and set a square sail on one
of the seaport's two square rigged
ships, The Conrad, rowed and
sailed a whaleboat, and learned the
skill of splitting and salting fish.
We also worked in the shipsmitb's
and cooper's shops at the Seaport,
In the course of all these activities,
we learned firsthand many of the
skills needed by eighteenth and
nineteenth century sailors.
In addition to the unusual hands
- on experience, our housing arrangement was quite different
from Trinity's as well. All twenty
- one of us lived in cooperative
housing at four houses owned and
maintained by the seaport. I lived
in the largest house with six other
people. Part of our tuition went
toward a weekly allotment for food
money, and we were responsible
for our own budgeting and cooking. This arrangement intimidated
me at first, but I realized that it
was valuable to learn how to live
in dose quarters and divide up
work with six people. After living
together for just four months, we
found it difficult to split up. Rarely
does one have the chance to make
such good friends so quickly.
At about the middle of the semester, all the students and three
faculty members went for a ten day trip on the schooner rigged re-

dB's: A Band to Watch
by Pete Weiss

Back in 1982 I heard a band
called the dB's on a local college
radio station. Their albums were
hard to find then, but I got them
and I listened. I was hooked - they
were quirky, clever, and intelligent. Anyway, in 1984 they were
signed to Bearsville / Warner
Brothers Records. Things were
looking up. Unfortunately, just as
their first major - label record, Like
This , came out, Bearsville went
out of business. So, the dB's got
no promotion and remained unknown despite being one of the
most talented rock and roll combos
around.
There's sort of a good news / bad
news / good news ending to this
little talc. Good News #1: the dB's
got a contract with I.R.S. Records
and their latest album, Sound of
Music, is doing' well on the college
charts (#3 last time I checked).
Bad News: Sound of Music is the
dB's worst album yet. This is not
to say it's a bad album, but compared to 1981's Stands for Decibels
or 1982's Repercussion,
the
group's new album sounds like a
second - rate Foreigner. Much of
the strength of those first two albums was due to original lead guitarist, Chris Stamey, who left the
band in 1983 to play with the
Golden Palominoes and other more
mm
AREti'T fH€
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experimental musical projects.
Good News #2: I went to see the
dB's at Toad's Place in New Haven on October 4, and the show
was A O.K. The group played fairly
standard versions of their new
tunes from Sound of Music, including "Never Say When," "Change
With the Changing Times," "I
Lie," and "Think Too Much." But
when it came to the older stuff,
and two brand - new unreleased
songs, the dB's were back in prime
form. Drummer Will Rigby whaled
on the extended jam version of
"Amplifier." And new lead guitarist Eddie Munoz added some
screeching new riffs to "Neverland." Lead singer / songwriter
Peter Holsapple played some uncharacteristically raw rhythm guitar which gave the oldies some
good bite.
The two new tunes were pure
vintage Holsapple genius. One, a
psycho - rockabilly rave - up which
is apparently going to be included
on the CD version of Sound of Music, had the whole place jumping.
The other was a bitter ballad about
a musician whose girlfriend gets
violated by a big time record company executive. Interesting stuff.
In any case, don't write the dB's
off yet, there's still hope. Catch
them opening for R.E.M. on the
second leg of their tour.
P.S. Check out Chris Stanley's
brand new solo album, It's Alright,

search vessel, The Westward, We
left from St. Petersberg- and arrived in Miami ten days later. As
students we were the crew, each
of us standing two or three
watches a day around the clock.
The watches consisted of three
groups: deck watch for sailing, science watch for our ongoing research, and galley watch to help
the stewards and clean the galley.
All of this went on twenty four
hours a day for ten days. There is
little I can say to convey this experience except to quote a passage
from a journal that I kept at that
time: "3/27/87 7:30 a.m. - It is not
often in life that one can sit on the

bow of a 125 foot schooner with
the water splashing everywhere as
the hull meets the sea and waicl,
an orange crescent moon rise toward a crystal white Venus, then
see an orange sun disc emerge
from streaky clouds to bring on a
new day. You knew these moments existed, but never if they
would occur. In the surprise lies
the magic and importance of such
moments. We hope that these moments are infinite in number, and
that we need only seek them out."

about the quality of any experience. I can say, though, that the
Mystic program represents to me
a semester of complete education.
The environment is a drastic
change from that of a regular college semester, and through it I discovered my love for sailing big
boats.
I recommend the Mysti-e Program for anyone who has an interest in the sea. If you would like
more information, the Director of
Admissions will be giving a presentation on October 27 at 4:30 p.m.
in the Alumni Lounge. I'd also be
happy to further discuss the program.

The semester was important to
me in ways that I cannot express
in words, and that says a lot to me

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE WILLIAMS-MYSTIC PROGRAM
PLEASE JOIN US FOR AN ILLUSTRATED TALK TUESDAY, OCTOBER 27, 4:30 PM, ALUMNI
LOUNGE-MATHER CAMPUS CENTER OR SEE ROBBINS WINSLOW-EDUCATIONAL SERVICES.

Fall or Spring Semester

AMERICAN
MARITIME
STUDIES

III Ecology
G Economics
III Biology
L3 History
Li Literature

•
O
•
LI

American Studies
Public Policy
Oceanography
Off-Shore Research

Accredited by

WILLIAMS COLLEGE
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Taught a!

MYSTIC SEAPORT MUSEUM :"JS^
WILLIAMS-MYSTIC PROGRAM
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• MYSTIC SEAPORT MUSEUM, INC. • MYSTIC, C O N N E C T I C U T 06355

• (203) 572-0711 Ext. 359

on A&M Records.
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Arts
Yerma Fascinates Audiences
by Bob Markee
Arts Editor
A Shepherd enters on tiptoe looking fixedly at Yerma. He leads by
the hand a Child dressed in white.
The clock sounds. When the Shepherd
leaves,
the
light
changes... Yerma awakens.
This passage is the opening of
the script of Yerma which was
used for the performance of the
fall mainstage play by the same
name, presented this past weekend care of Trinity's Theatre department. The opening", with Chris
Anderson and Alexa Donaldson as
the Shepherd and Child respectively, showed in a dream-like way,
one of the main elements of the
play: Yerma's desire for a child.
Around this point all of the other
elements fall.
Sadly, as with all dreams, Yerma
wakes up. Her course through simple desire to stunning reality to a
final horrific choice is plotted in
this play by Frederico Garcia
Lorca.
Yerma is a play about concepts.
The most prominent of these is a
strong theme about the existence
of honor. Both Yerma and her husband Juan, played by Kathleen Urbach and Mark Wlodarkiewicz
respectively, have their own form
of honor which leads them to their
own ruin. Juan's honor leads him
to suspicion and paranoia about his
wife's behavior when she leaves
home. He is upset by the gossip
about Yerma and a shepherd
named Victor, played by Paul Anastasio. His constant attempts to
make Yerma stay at home where
she supposedly belongs is the main
source of contention between the
two.
In reality, Yerma and Victor are
indeed attracted to each other, but

once again honor ruins their lives.
It can be inferred from the play
that the reason Yerma (whose
name means "barren") cannot
have children is because of Juan.
Whether it be because of the Spanish myth that those that don't want
children won't have them, or because, as the Pagan Crone (Marissa Boyers) says, he doesn't
behave "like men of good blood"
the fault is assuredly Juan's.
The honor with which Victor and
Yerma do not yield to each other
becomes all the more sad, therefore, when one realizes that Victor
is Yerma's only chance for a child.
For myself, the saddest moment of
this play is the one in which Victor
leaves. Paul Anastasio's wonderful
portrayal of this character reaches
its height in this scene.
The other main element in this
play is its depiction of women in
Spanish society in this period. The
role of the female characters in this
play is one of absolute subservience. The women are raised to be
married off and to serve their husbands. As the "crazy girl" (played
by Victoria Fuller), said "They get
everyone married. If we keep on
like this, the only unmarried ones
will be the little girls." In the
Laundress scene, the six women
are obviously exhibiting the only
form of freedom they know - gossiping while doing their chores.
For Yerma even this freedom is
lost, which is the cause of her frustration. Juan tries to make her stay
at home constantly. "Don't you
know my way of of thinking?" he
asks, "The sheep in the fold and
women at home." His philosophy
is warped by today's standards but
typical of the time and place.
The performances in this play
were for the most part good. Mark
Wlodarkiewicz was impressive in
his role as the brooding, cold, embittered Juan. He reached his

height during the scene in the sorceress' house when he demanded
that Yerma keep her place. When
he comes out of a tent during the
last scene, one catches one's breath
in anticipation of the corning clash
hetween Yerma and him.

shown here that he is brilliant with
serious subjects as well us comical.
The lighting also is well dune in
this performence, care of lighting
designer Sabrina Hamilton. However tho truly brilliant performer
in this show was the one never seen

on stage: diri'dor Lenora Chain
piigui'. Her aliilily l.o IIICHII the

stage, lic'hliiij,1,', porfnniiaitces, and
tiiovcmenl together is a rri'dil. In
her considi'rablt' directorial prow
ess. One wauls In risk oneself
"What, does Ms. ('Iminpaji'iie have
planned for her nc.el play?"

Kathleen Urbach was a bit stiff
in her depiction of Yerma, but at
certain moments she was able to
bring some fire to the role, particularly during Thursday's performance when she caught an article
of clothing for a moment. The act
of having to rip it off angered her
and gave a great deal of passion to
the scene. If Ms. Urbach can learn
to generate that kind of energy
naturally she could undoubtahly
become an accomplished actress.
Worthy of praise were Marissa
Boyers in the role of the Pagan
Crone and Karen Meisner as the
simple, warm-hearted Maria. Liz
Bennett's voice also saved several
songs which might have sounded
much more awkward than they did.
The translation of the songs from
their original Spanish was done at
the cost of much of the original
lyricism they possessed. It might
have been more appropriate from
a musical standpoint, to have performed these songs in their original language, although Ihis would
have been at the cost of their multilayered meaning.
Deserving an incredible amount
of praise is the awesome set which
served as the background to the
actors. The high mountain-like wall
that stood upon the stage looked
as though it was meant to rise up
forever. The characters were made
to look small and insignificant beneath it, which fit the mood like a
glove. This set was designed by
Derek McLarie, who is the set designer for (of all things) Late. Nujhl,
With David Lettarnuin. He has

Mark Wlodarkiewic/, gave a tremendous performance Ihis weekend as
the brooding figure of Juan in "Yerma."

Insider Views - Creating Yerma
by Bob Markee
Head Art Guy
An entire play is simply a sum of
its parts. This Saturday I talked
with a number of the most important parts of the fall mainstage
play Yerma, which was performed
this weekend at Austin Arts Center. In this talk with Avis Hatcher,
Assistant Director of the play, and
Kathleen Urbach and Liz Bennett,
who played the title role and one
of the young girls respectively.
The first thing I wanted to know
was how Kathleen Urbach saw the
character of Yerma. Urbach said
that Yerma was "A larger than
life character, whieh reminded me
almost of a character out of Gone
With The Wind or out of a Greek
play. She is definitely not like myself, which made the role difficult.
The most interesting thing I found
in her was her development from
innocence to cynicism throughout
the play, as she lost all of the things
that mattered to her: first Maria,
then Victor, and finally control of
her house to her sisters-in-law."
Avis Hatcher suggested that one
of the reasons that Yerma wants a
child throughout this play is because of this constant loss. "It's
not so much that Yerma wants a
child so much as she wants something of her own. She has no power
in her iife because she is subservient to her husband. A child would
give her some power."
What input did director Lenora
Champagne have in the develop-

ment of both this and the other
characters? According to Urbach,
Champagne "individually coached
the actors and actresses. She encouraged us to develop the characters ourselves." Since many of
the men and women were inexperienced actors, there were a few

problems, but these were handled
often by assistant director Hatcher
rather than by Champagne herself. According to Hatcher, "Lenora doesn't direct the actors, she
directs the play."
In this case, what was it like to

deal with Champagne as a director? In terms of her dealing with
the actors she is "more like a
friend," according to Li/. Bennett.
Hatcher says that "she has a warm
honesty, not harsh or demanding.
Sometimes its not so much directing as advising,"

What exactly is Avis Hatcher's
role as assistant director? "/.cmkeeper and babysitter." says
Hatcher with a laugh, "I found out
what. Lennra wanted during I he
rehearsals and mic uf my jobs was
In translate what she wanted In
I he actors thrnucii myself. Also I
worked with the actor:; in help
I hem develop I heir individual char
aeters, 1 wnulll add little pieces to
the characters being created tn
make them fuller, so rather than
having tunnel vision they wnuld
have depth.
"When Lennra was sick fur a
week of rehearsals, I directed and
mostly wurked wilh mnveineiil. in
the scenes. Fur example, I lviueiu
ber when we were working mi the
laundress scene, we wen- havini;
problems wilh hmv tin- aeiressr,-;
wnulil mnve aliniit and 1 used a
metaphor from Wi'.il Snlr Sli/ni
and j u s t said 'iln ii.' "
Finally, why exactly .(id C h a m
p a g n e choose this particular play'.'
" W e w e r e originally inning tn do
Hvrnurda A l d a " says llaidier.
" w h i c h is also by Kivdi-ricn ilarcia
Lnrca, but iiver t h e s u m m e r Leu
ora i-alled me a n d loM me j , , read
Y e r m a a n d gi.-i reads 1 foe n. [ i(>n .
nra really Live- I h e ' c i i a r a c l e r of
Y e r m a . which u why 1 -i.iisk <U>channel! h e r m i n d . "
W h a t e v e r tin- rea-n'i, Yvrma !»:ibeen worked ..:: ;v>j,| c,,,,,,,!,:,,.,!
I"* 1 , tis tm-.il Vt,,\u<-

The Pagan Crone, played by Marina Boyers, a i ^ ^ i T h T p h l l o s o p h v on life
confused Yerma (played by Kathleen Urbach) from (his weekend's mainsla^ play!

!>
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done «b-)r w o r k v.ei!
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Arts
Hamlet Showing At Hartford Stage
By Sandy Burke

That Girl
For those of you who enjoy
Shakesperean drama and yet feel
that it sometimes needs a bit of life
blown into it, Hartford Stage has
just the thing. From October 3rd
to November 7th, this illustrious
theatre is presenting Hamlet, directed by Mark Lamos.
Mr. Lamos says of the production: "The drama of Hamlet is
about performance, playing, pretending, and by extension, interpretation - the discovery of
meaning. Because Shakespeare
updated an older play to his own
time, Hamlet's first performance
was itself an interpretation, a comment on another play. There can
be no such thing as a 'definitive'
interpretation of Hamlet. Each
interpretation is another step towards understanding, an analysis
of ourselves and our time. Each
question asked by the play continues to provoke thought. And always, there is a sense of wonder,
absolute wonder that such a thing
as Hamlet exists in our lives."
As one who has never been exposed to his works, it was fascinating to discover Mark Lamos'
penchant for using modern ideas
and clothing. This mixed with
Shakespearean speech and pieces
in the set makes for an interesting
theatre experience.
Through his liberal and unique
interpretation of Hamlet, what
may have been a brilliant yet
sometimes slow play becomes a •
never ending stream of creative
energy, discovery, and excitement. The audience's sensibilities
are first assaulted when they see
guards who should be in period
clothing and bearing swords, instead wearing what look like World
World II battalion uniforms and
holding sub machine guns. Of
course, that is only an estimation,
for one cannot really tell the exact
time period, which is as Mr. Lamos
most likely intended it. The only
thing which is positive is that the
clothing is not of the Shakesperean era, not even close, and this
can only lend to the general aura
of timelessness which it seems Lamos is aiming for. In not allowing
the audience to indulge in the security of being sure of at least the
time set, he keeps people aware of
details and always expecting the
outlandish and unusual. This is a
colorful way to go about a production, and more than a little intriguing. An artistically audacious
device, it challenges the audience
to redefine ideas about "accepted"
theatre and to accept this director's "license" as genius.
This, however, is just a small
taste of what is to come. Throughout the play, there is one surprise
after another, so that for example
one is not surprised to see workers
in overalls and painting caps doing
scene changes while the scene is in
progress. What is so incredible is
that these men actually seem to
belong in this "Victorian" plot.
They walk around casually pulling
things off and putting things in
place while all around them the
other cast members go about their
business, speaking in Shakespearean speech, not at all phased or
affected. Lamos doesn't stop with
modern-day dress. He runs the garnet, making use of t.v. cameras
(complete with crew), flashlights,
walkie-talkies, reporters, and a podium with microphones for the
"king" to give a "coronation
speech". It is this intriguing mix
of old and relatively modern to
modern which makes this a theatre
experience very out of the ordinary and not to be missed.
The acting in this production is

exceptional. Among the illustrious
cast members is Richard Thomas,
playing the title role of Hamlet.
Readers will remember him most
vividly in his Emmy Award - winning role of John-Boy, however he
has progressed far beyond this and
now has found a place in the theatrical world, far away from the
t.v. screen. His portrayal of Hamlet was intense, to say the least,
and was greatly aided by his fellow
cast members, such as Jeffrey
Hayenga who played Hamlet's
faithful friend Horatio and Richard Poe, his traitorous father, the
King. All three were convincing
and drew the audience into their

world. Equally well portrayed was
the role of Ophelia, played by Monique Fowler, last seen at Hartford Stage as Irina in Three
Sister*. After the murder of her
father, a comical old buffoon
played by Robert Gerringer (with
much humor and style, I might
add), there follows a compelling
scene in which she has gone mad.
Her ability as an actress was
clearly proven here, as the audience saw and felt the effects of her
deep and incurable anguish. Another heart-wrenching scene follows as her brother, played by
Stephen Pelinski, returns home to
avenge his father's death only to

'•He is the full incarnation

find that his sister too is as good
as dead, in her state of madness.
His performance was professional
and commendable. The entire cast,
in fact, performed with a degree
of professionalism which, although
probably expected from a production of such calibre, nevertheless
made the evening's fare enjoyable
in the extreme and quite exciting.
I must admit that I was anticipating this rendering of Hamlet
with a mixture of anticipation and
wonderment at the fact that I was
going to subject myself to what
may have promised to be a few
hours of long, drawn out, Shakespearean drama. What I hadn't an-

of the ideal and legitimate

ticipated was the genius of Mark
Lamos' artistic direction, the highest quality acting and the many
surprises which were in store for
the audience. I encourage all to see
this production of Hamlet if they
find it at all humanly possible. Once
again, it will be at the Hartford
Stage until November 7th.
One last note.....one of our very
own Trinity graduates is in the cast
of Hamlet - one Ken Pesta from
the class of 1987. Ken, if you happen to see this review, congratulations for being part of such a cast
and production. May you enjoy
continued success in the theatre
world!

male: God, King, Father. A n d . . . he is dead."
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Arts
by Bob Markee
Tripod Staff Exhibitionist
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Joseph A. Campbell, Jr.
Special In Ilia Tripoli

by Jesters
Arts Release
Okay, let's be honest. This is midterm week. You've got a lot of
work, two tests, and a few papers.
You don't have time to go to a
play...but there's where you are
wrong.

There are now three impressive
exhibitions on display around campus which are open to the student
body. In the Lobby of Austin Arts
Center there is a series of photographs by Christopher Sholes entitled "Living Gods: Hindu Faces."
Sholes is a photojournalist and
scholar of Indian culture based in
Washington D.C. His work is evocative and fascinating and should be
seen by the entire student body. In
a liberal arts school, it is important
that students should have a
glimpse of a culture entirely alien
to our own, especially when displayed by a skilled photographic
craftsman such as Sholes.
Also at Austin Arts, selections
from the George F. McMurray collection of 19th Century American
Landscape paintings are on display in Widener Gallery. Once
again the Fine Arts Department is
giving us a glimpse of its tremendous private collection. This chance
to see some of the great masters
of American Landscape in our own
Arts Center should not be missed.
Both of these exhibitions are on
display from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily,
In the new Mather Arts Space,
there is a selection of drawings
done by students of Bill Burk and
Elizabeth Tracy. Many of these
drawings were done by some of
the most promising student artists
at Trinity. Susan Brady '88, who
set up this show with help from
Jane Leonard hopes that this display will encourage more students
to become involved in the Studio
Arts classes here and she invites
everyone to "go and cheek it out."
This exhibition is on constant display on the second floor of Mather.
Admission for this and the other
exhibitions mentioned above is
free.

Concert Choir
Needs Work

Jesters To Show
One- Act Plays

Exhibitions
Now Showing

c

I

Tonight and tomorrow night
Jesters will present an evening of
student theatre, and it will only
take about an hour of your time perfect for a study break. These
evenings of one-acts will start off
with Last Chance, a play by Lynne
Frasdoinc, a student of the playwriting class. It is directed by two
juniors: Melissa Banister and Beth
Reeves, and stars Mia Norton and
Frank Connelly. Last Chance is
the exchange between a man and
an angel in the waiting room to
heaven. It provides an introspective view of our own lives.
Wednesdays, a performance art
piece by Peter Lyons promises to
be an interesting addition to an
evening of conventional theatre.
This piece, directed by Elizabeth
Capaldi involves performers Chris
Weller, Corinne Walsh, Claire
Hunte, Linda Ivey and PJ Reilly
and live music by David Chalfont.

c
c

The last play to be presented is
Peeling Potatoes, a one-act written by William H. Lewis for the
theater arts class last spring. This
moving play about a young man's
struggle between his desire for
justice and his mother's strong
sense of family loyalty takes place
in rural Tennessee. Peeling Potatoes stars Virginia Bledsoe and
Stephen Belber, and is directed by
Jennifer Rider.

c
8|

An hour, that's all it will take to
come and see some student creativity at work. So, at seven-thirty
on either Tuesday or Wednesday
night, drop those books and trot
on down to Austin Arts Center and
grab yourself a front row center
seat for what should prove to be
an evening of fine theatre.
Jester's One-Acts will, lie •performed on October Ul and Lit at X:()0
p.m.. in Garmany Hall. Atidin.
Aria Center. Tickets am/ran.

ituih'nl
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MUSIC
Oct 27: "Harpsicard recital by Robert Edward Smith" Trinity College Chapel.

POETRY
Oct 13: "Poetry Reading by Mary Jo Salter" Alumni Lounge, Mather Campus
Center. 8:15 p.m. Reception Follows.

The Saturday evening of parents
weekend at 0:00 p.m. the Trinity
Concert Choir performed in the
Washington room of the Mather
Campus center. For the parents it
was an enchanting evening as they
listed to Iheir children sing, For
this college music student, it was
a concert not greatly anticipated,
nevertheless, I remained objective.
This Concert Choir program was
one of the many 1 have attended,
suggesting that, t,he choir's overall
timbre is not. greatly unappealing.
Amongst the group exist very talented vocalists, and from my understanding some students of
music. However their contribution
could not further improve the
choir's sound; that must come from
their director Mr. Gerald Moshell,
chairman of the Music Department. Perhaps Mr. Moshell doesn't
expect phenomenal results from
his choral direction. This comes as
a disappointment seeing that he is
an outstanding musician.
The selections presented included //, Was a Lovttr and His
Lass, an English madrigal composed by Thomas Marley (15571R03), Lord Let Me Know Mine
End by Maurice Greene (solo duet
performed by Bee Hughes, '89 and
Jennifer Bober, '91), Movements
IV, V and VI from Brahma' A German Requiem (solos performed by
Leisl Odenweiller, '88 and Michael
Garver, '89), What I Did For Love
from A Chorus Line, arrangement done by Gerald Moshell (solo
performed by Alexandra Beers,
'88) and Ride, llw Chariot, a Negro
spiritual arranged by William
Henry Smith (solo performed by
Kate Hopkins, '90).
In general, the choir lacked the
technical precision which the selections demanded. This was especially evident in Ride Ihe Chariot
and Requiem,. Ride the Chariot was
deprived of the vital energy, inspiration and the spiritual essence
usually captured in a Negro spiritual. The Brahms' Requiem required focused concentration and
greater vocal ability, neither of
which was demonstrated. However, a redeeming feature in this
presentation was the resplendent
accompaniment of Naomi Amos.
It is unusual to hear a college
level choir sound like my former
high school mixed chorus. Maybe
for Mr. Moshell, a more discriminating approach for selecting matured voices would greatly improve
the choir's concert sound.
Joseph Campbell ix currently a
ill 7 1 ' " 1 I'nslnn
"/
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THEATRE
Oct. 23-Oct. 25 "A conversation with Georgia O'Keefe" a one-act play by
Constance congdon. Avery Theater. Wadsworth Atheneum. For infor
call 246-2670 Ext. 322. -6807.
Oct. 23-Nov 14 "Melons" by Bernard Bonerance. Tony-award winning author
432-12*

nt Man

"

Y a l e Re

P e r a t o r V Theatre. For infor ell (203)

NOW-Oct, 18: "As Is" - award winning play about AIDS at the Lincoln Theatre
of the University of Hartford. Produced by Theater Works. For tickets
or info call 527-7838.
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Sports
Ducks Ready To Defend Title
nated in the semi-finals of Jast
year's NESCWPC tournament,
the B.S. team was very eager to
prove theri mettle against Trinity
last year's champions.

by Noke
Trinity Waterpolo Correspondent

The Trinity Waterpolo team (aka
the Ducks), in their first season as
title defenders, rose to the occasion and had a successful season,
finishing with a 6-1 record and
readily
advanced
to
the
NESCWPC tournament.
The Ducks easily defeated both
Bates and W.P.I., with scores of 94 and 8-4, respectively. These wins,
coupled with fear-induced forfeits
by both Colby and Clark, extended
the Ducks' consecutive winning
streak to 13 games (since last season's loss to Bridgewater State).
On September 27th, the Waterpolo squad faced their biggest rivals, Bridgewater State. Once
again, the Ducks suffered their
only loss of the season at Bridgewater's hands. Having been elimi-

Holy Cross team, beating them 111. Wesleyan proved to to be a better game. Thanks to the strong defense by goalie Jon 'hands' Knapp,
and excellent hole play by Steve
Murdoch, the Ducks won 5-3.

The first half of the contest
ended in a tie, but the home pool
advantage and Bridgewater's
unorthodox style of play proved to
be the deciding factors in the
game. Bridgewater went on to hold
off the Trinity attack to win 14-12.
After the game, a disgruntled Ted
'mad dog' Foss commented,
"Dude, those guys are peaking if
they think they'll beat us again."
The next time the two teams will
meet will be at the league tournament at Bates College, and many
are expecting this to be the most
exciting matchup of the season.

The Ducks are optomistic about
their chances at the NESCWPC
tournament at Bates College on
October 31. They feel that the
steady improvement of rookies
Frank 'the Italian Stallion' Monaco, Loren 'damn those Florida
seagulls' Strand and Alvin Paruzewski, combined with the experience of veterans Nick 'the cannon'
Clifford and Alex 'Booter* Paidas
(to name only a few) will lead the
Ducks to their second straight
championship. "If the administration decides to let us have a van something they have rarely done
in the past," says captain Chris
Coxon '89, "then we should end
our season with another championship trophy."

The Ducks bounced back and
ended the regular season with wins
over Holy Cross and Wesleyan.
Trinity had little trouble disposing
of the disorganized and hung over

Senior co-captain Betsy Karetnick keeps the pressure on Williams

Women's Soccer At Mid-Season: An Analysis
by Franklin S. Tower

Tripod Sports Writer
Women's Soccer dropped two
games last week, losing 2-0 to
Smith on Thursday and 1-0 to Williams on Parent's Weekend. This
drops their record to 3-3-1 at midseason, putting a dent in Trinity's
NIAC aspirations.
The Bantams dropped a pair of
heartbreakers. Against Smith, the
Bantams were hampered nearly as
much by poor officiating and rough
play as their inability to score. The

second of Smith's goals was scored
after a Trinity fullback was practically tackled and no foul was
called.
Against Williams, the Bantams'
passing game seemed to be off and
heavy pressure from Williams inside severly curtailed the Bants'
total number of shots. The team
showed occasional sparks of the
way in which it can play, but it
failed to stay together long enough
to produce goals.
Why did Trinity go scoreless for
two games? What has happened to

the quick passing that earned the
Bantams early success? Demoralization has seemed to play a factor.
Tension has surfaced in bad tempered practices and resulted in reduced on the field communications.
The Bantams' problems are by
no means terminal. They are a talented team. Trinity has the ability
to sweep the second half of their
season. What is needed is a return
to the basics: short, quick passes,
and team discipline, right down to
the players playing their own positions. The forwards need to be

less particular in their shot selection and the midfielders must boot
in a few for themselves.
Players should not be singled
out, because Trinity's losses are
not due to individual failures; they
are due to a lack of teamwork.
Some of the team's best performers cancel out each other's efforts
through their inability to play together.
Substitution at the games has
often been confusing-. Some of the
best players sit on the sidelines for

twenty minutes because of the endline substitution rules. This makes
it difficult for Coach Maureen Pine
to rest her players and smoothly
integrate them into the on field action.
But this year's team has not
really had the opportunity to play
as a unit before and with a new
coach and several freshmen starters, there will naturally be difficulties in forming a style of play that
is uniquely the Bantams'. This
team is quick and on a good day
they can beat anybody.

Two great ways to cruise through the semester.
The hand on the left is poised on what could be the most essential part
of your education.
A Macintosh'" computer.
And the hand on the right is gripping pure, simple, unadulterated fun.
A Honda Scooter. One we're giving away.
All you have to do for a chance to drive it away is visit your campus
computer center and fill out an entry form. While you're there, take a
Macintosh for a test drive.
Because Macintosh can help you write term papers, categorize
elements of the periodic table, plot the rise and fall of pork-belly
prices, compile computer code, and talk to other computers.
And the first 250 people on campus who get behind a mouse, so
to speak, will receive a free Apple* memo board.
So head over to your campus computer center today, And ask
about our Student Financing Program,
Who knows? You ma)'soon find yourself cruising a little farther
than you expected,

Test drive a Macintosh. You may ride away on a Honda Scooter.

HONDA

ENTER OCTOBER 5 - NOVEMBER 15, HALLDEN ENGINEERING, PUBUC
TERMINAL ROOM

,

,• ,,i,tails one freee Hoiula Elite'" 50 Sc<««er will be awarded per partictpatingschooljtmly regutered studenisimd bculw are eligible^win. Oddsof winningvary-depenciing
winningvarydepenciin
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Sports
Field HockeyUndefeated; Defeats Williams
by Diane Christie
Tripod Sports Writer

The fifth and sixth straight wins
of the 1987 season came for the
Trinity Women's Field Hockey
team last week. On Thursday, October 7, they beat a very strong
Amherst team 3-1 and went into
the Parents' Weekend game
against Williams looking for their
thirtieth straight win. Williams
would be the toughest squad the
Bants had faced all season as both
went into the game undefeated.
After a well-fought contest, Trinity emerged with a 4-1 victory.
Going into the Amherst game,
Trinity well-remembered the scenario from last year, because it was
identical to this year's. Amherst
had an 0-4 record and Trinity had
a 4-0 record, but it was this time
last year that Trinity came as close
as ever to losing their undefeated
record. Although Amherst's numbers do not prove it, they have a
strong team that is capable of
beating the best of teams. Coach
Robin Sheppard forwarned her
team that if Trinity allowed Amherst to tie or go ahead, their opponents'
momentum
might
snowball, making a comeback extremely difficult. "After all,"
Coach Sheppard added, "with a 40 record, beating Trinity would
make their season a success."
The first half proved to be just
as expected. The ball was mostly
played inbetween the two twentyfive yard lines, with neither team
being able to make a connection to
their forwards. When the Bants finally pushed the ball into the circle, they were able to generate
several penalty corners, but found
these did not work as well as usual.
After five missed attempts, cocaptain Laura von Seldeneck received the ball at the top of the

circle, and shot one of her hard
drives, that intimidates opponents
and teammates alike, into the farright-corner of the goal. This was
to be the only goal of the first half,
and brought both teams out even
more determined then previously.
At the beginning of the second
half, Trinity allowed Amherst to
tie with a goal that took a high
bounce off an attackman's deflection. The Bants remembered Sheppard's warning and sought to keep
Amherst's enthusiasm short-lived.
From this point on, the ball rarely
crossed into the attacking end for
Amherst. When it did, it was easily gathered by the two defensive
backs, sweeper Gretchen Bullard
and goalie, Louise Van der Does.
The game reamained a frustrating one for the Bants, with fumbled balls, questionable calls and
generally uncharacteristic errors
by the Bants themselves. However, Trinity has learned to pull
out wins on even their bad days.
Thanks to the constant pressure
on the goalie's pads by Jen Brewster, Trinity was able to break the
1-1 deadlock mid-way through the
second half.
Senior left half-back Alyssa Kolowrat insured the Bants of victory
with one of her stinging drives that
flew past all of Amherst's defense
to bring the match to a close, 3-1.
The game against Williams secured the team's thirtieth win on
Saturday in front of a record crowd
of parents, family and friends. The
two squads had had simitar seasons thus far, beating most opponents handly, and acquiring 5-0
records. However, Williams had
the additonal prestige of having
only allowed one goal to be scored
against them. Undaunted by that
fact, Sheppard reminded her team
before playing, "The key factor is
to remember that Williams will
make mistakes too, and when they
do, we have to use every one to
our advantage."

Alyssa Kolowrat passes off to Jen Brcwster in the Bants 4-1 win over Williams,
Both teams came out strong, displaying some of the best ball control, strong hits, and teamwork
that the game can generate. But,
as is now becoming a tradition, von
Seldeneck showed Williams how to
combine these three talents into
creating goals. At her center halfback position, von Seldeneck can
most often be seen at the top of
Trinity's attacking circle waiting
for the rebound that the forward
line cannot collect. When she gets
this ball, the goal is as good as
scored. This talent led to the first
goal of the game.
Not to be intimidated, Williams
quickly answered by generating a
penalty corner, off of which they
scored their first goal a couple of
minutes later. At this point, Trin-

ity wanted the lead back. In a
scramble for a goal, the Williams
goalie trapped the hall, preventing
further play, which lead to a penalty flick for Trinity. Senior Klliu
Pierce took the line anil produced
one of her unstoppable bullet-flicks
in the lower right-hand corner.
This goal resulted in a half time
score of 2-1, in favor of Trinity,

In the second half, Trinity was
determined to show Williams just
which was the better team. Trinity
resorted to their knack of producing penalty corners in their circle.
The third goal of the game came
off of the traditional pass to Ellio
Pierce, who faithfully shot her
blinding drive into the left-hand
corner of the goal. Although a good

Phoio hy Moryl Levin

deal of the game was to ho played
midfield, Trinity clearly dominated the; wearying Williams defense.
The fourth and final goal of the
game wan n surprising rebound
that left link Amy Folta collected
right outside the circle, and sent it
back to a surprised Williams'
goalie, who had no time to react.
Beating a 5-0 team by a score of 41, in front of all the parents, will
definitely be remembered as a
highlight of this season.
In the coming weeks, Trinity will
be, starting atour of New England
as their next four matches will
played away. On Monday they will
play W. Conneticut, to be followed
by Smith on Thursday. The Banta
will finish their week against rivals
Conn. College.

ExperienceProblem GemmelTopsRunmers At Meet
For Women's Tennis
by Yani Kwee
Tripod Sports Writer
The Trinity Women's Tennis Team
continues to struggle through their
season, losing to Smith 7-2 on
Thursday, and dropping their
match to Williams on Parents'
Weekend, 6-3. Despite their losing
record, the team appears enthusiastic and more determined than
ever to improve their game and
their record.
Trinity, with more than a week
of hard and grueling practices,
gave Smith a good challenge only
to lose it in the end. Senior Margaret Driscoll rallied her way to a
win in the fifth singles match, 6-4,
6-4. Freshman Ann Nicholson, the
number 6th seed, played solid tennis to beat her opponent easily with
a score of 6-3,6-2. Although these
were the only two wins for Trinity,
the rest of the team played tough,
but not quite tough enough to
snatch the victory away from
Smith.
"Even though we have been losing most of our matches, everyone, especially the freshmen, are
making a noticeable improvement
in their game, both physically and
mentally", observed Coach Wendy
Bartlett, who continues to encourage her team. Basically, she is
trying to make her team forget
about winning or<losing, but using
the matches as a means of improv-

ing, staying tough, and never giving up on the court.
The parents came by to cheer
the team on against Williams, but
that was not enough to beat the
Williams team. Again, Ann Nicholson played consistently to defeat her singles opponent in a long
three set match, 6-4, 6-7, 6-2. In
doubles, Nicholson, along with her
partner Courtney Geelan '91 were
able to beat their opponents with
a score of 7-5, 6-4. The third seeded
doubles team of Sue Till '88 and
Christine Laraway '90 were also
victorious, winning with a final
score of 6-1, 7-5.
Although the varsity team has
been having a difficult time winning their matches, the junior varsity team has been playing
extremely well overall in past
matches. Lizzie Hardman '88, Joey
Ducey '90, and Cindy Kirby '89 ,
and Yani Kwee '89 have all been
working hard at practices which
reflect their success during both
singles and doubles matches
throughout the season.
This week Trinity faces U-Conn
and Wesleyan. With only three
dual matches left, the other being
Mt. Holyoke, and then the New
England's culminating the season,
the tennis team will continue fighting until the end despite their weak
performances earlier in the season. They, of all people, do not
have to be reminded that it ain't
over till the fat lady sings.

by Bruce Corbett
Tripod Sports Writer

"A fine effort and a good race,"
was what Coach Alex Magoun had
to say to each of his runners after
the home meet on Friday. Magoun
was able to make these remarks
because of his runner's strong
team score and powerful individual efforts. Trinity placed second
of the four teams in their first
home meet of the season.
Leading Trinity and the field of
41 finishers was senior co-captain
Craig Gemmel in a course standard time of 25:54 on the newly
marked 5.0 mile course. He was
followed shortly by Chris Dickerson in fourth with 26:29 and Matt
Donahue in seventh with a time of
27:13.
Following the leading trio was
the Trinity pack. Though the
packed started slowly, using
strong 3rd, 4th and 5th miles, the
Trinity runners disintegrated a
pack of EPI runners that led at the
2 mile sprint. Because of its teamwork and effort, the Trinity pack
made possible its slim, 13 point victory over RPI. In fact, every Trinity runner, except for the
consistent Gemmel, unproved upon
their Amherst Invitational times
by more than a minute on thier
familiar home course. Donahue
was most improved as he ran the
5 miles 2:20 faster than he did at
Amherst.

Leading the Bantam pack with a
fourth place team finish was Bruce
Corbett (14th, 28:22). Steve Anderson finished the scoring for
Trinity in 17th overall with a time
of 28:42. Topping off the top seven
and the Trinity pack, and thus
qualifying for the NESCAC meet
was Mike Joyce (29th, 29:50) who
was immediately followed by Mike
Fagan (30th, 29:58).

Williams won the meet with 32
points. The Bantams finsihed with
43 points and were followed by
RPI with 56 points and North Ad-

ams State College with 117 points.
Despite the second place scoring,
Trinity finished its best ever
against NESCAC rival Williams,
by placing 3 runners in their top
five. The Bants also completely
shut-out North Adams, with 5
Bantams finishing before their
first runner.

For those runners that didn't
qualify for the NESCAC meet this
Saturday, there will be a 5km (3.1
miles) race at Wesleyan on Thursday. The NESCAC meet will be
held at Tufts this year, with starting time set for 1p.m. on Saturday.

CARILLI'S PIZZA
CARILLI'S PIZZA IS HARTFORD'S ONLY DELI
WITH PIZZA, GRINDERS, SANDWICHES,
MEALS, SALADS, AND FREE DELIVERY! (w/
$4 min.). CARILLI'S small pizzas start at only
$4.00, and our half-grinders are $1.00 less than
our competition. CARILLI'S also offers sheet pizza
for larger parties, and is open from lunch to midnight, Tuesday-Saturday.

24 NEW BRITIAN AVE.

247-0514
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Sports
Soccer Splits Pair;
Loses To Williams
by Steve Brauer
Tripod Sports Writer

The Trinity Men's Soccer team
saw its five game unbeaten streak
slip away last Saturday when they
lost to a strong Williams team, 50. Earlier in the week they had
beaten a good Eastern Connecticut squad by prevailing 1-0 in overtime.
The E. Conn game was played in
a tricky wind, and the Bantams
were meeting a speedy and physical team. But Trinity came ready
to win. They applied pressure for
the first 15 minutes and played a
fast game. E. Conn was keeping
pace, maintaining pressure on
Bantam goalie E.G. Woods. Matt
Gandal, a junior midfielder, did a
good job of controlling the game,
as he has all season long.
However, midway through the
first half the game slowed down.
E. Conn was missing their passes
and crosses. Players on both sides
were standing around, and sloppy
play was leading to mistakes.
Joe Marra had two chances to
score late in the half. On the first
shot he slipped and got just a piece
of the ball. With 20 seconds left,
he hit the left corner of the upright
and crossbar. The half ended in a
scoreless deadlock.
E. Conn played much better in
the second half, using their superior speed to get good shots and to
pressure the defense. Trinity was
on the defensive for a great deal
of the second half, but were able
to shut out their opponents' big

guns. Goalie E.G. Woods especially stood out, wowing the crowd
with some fantastic saves.
The Bantams had just a few good
scoring opportunities in the second
half. Craig Hyland had a good shot
off a corner kick, but a defender
wis able to deflect it away from
the net. Matt Gandal later had a
chance, but the goalie saved it and
George Manthous' shot sailed
wide. Regulation ended with no
score.
Gandal then put the finishing
touch on the game halfway through
the first overtime. The ball got
away from Craig Hyland and went
to Gandal at the top of the penalty
box, who then powered it past the
goalie. The Bantams were then
able to run out the next 15 minutes
under heavy pressure from E.
Conn. The defense held up well as
Woods made 18 saves in the game.
Coach Robie Shults said that he
hadn't feared Eastern Connecticut, who came into the game with
a 6-3 record and a #9 ranking in
Division III in New England. "We
wanted to show them we can play.
And our guys went out and played
a strong game," said Shults. There
is no love lost between the teams
and E. Conn had come into the
game with a cocky attitude. "But
once we shut down their big scorer,
Glenn Judge, they had nothing left.
They went home with their tail between their legs," commented
Shults.
Against Williams, "We ran into
a good team which was having a
good day. They are possibly the
best team we will face all year.

m

'-!••-!o by Meryl Levin

Senior co-captain Durkin Barnhili sweeps the ball away from a Williams defender as Joe Marra and Nick Formissano watch.
They are a talented and solid team
who were tough on our defense.
They move alot of guys around and
create problems defensively," remarked Coach Shults.
Williams came into the game
with a 5-1 record, with their only
loss coming to Dartmouth, a
ranked Division I team. Trinity
played a good game in the first
half, getting some offensive opportunities. But Williams was wellbalanced and controlled and they
applied constant pressure on the
Bantam defense.
With just under 19 minutes left
in the half, Michael Masters beat
Trinity goalie E.G. Woods with a
picture perfect headed ball. He followed up with just a few minutes
left in the half with a penalty shot
in the upper left corner. There was

very little the Bants could do - they
had played a good half, but because of two well-placed shots,
they trailed 2-0.
Trinity was unable to get anything going in the second half. No
one was playing particularly well,
as the Bants were unable to make
connections, and they had little
cohesion as a team. The Williams
defense was immovable, and their
offense was constantly in control
of the game.
Williams added three goals in the
span of under four minutes in the
last part of the second half. They
used their speed to get past the
Trinity defense for breakaways,
although at least two of these goals
could have been disallowed because of offsides on Williams. But

no matter, for Williams was simply
too strong.
Coach Shults stated, "I'm proud
of the way our guys have played
this year. Before the Williams
game, the defense had let in just
three goals in six games." The
Bants' record now stands at 3-2-2
with six games left in the season.
It won't be easy - the league is
very competitive. There are no
sure victories on the schedule, but
don't count this team out. The key
thing "is not to get down, to get
back to where we were before the
Williams game," said Shults. At
the halfway mark of the season,
Trinity must use its long week of
practice to regroup and come back
ready to play the way they can.
Their next game is at 11:00 on Saturday at Tufts.

The College View Cafe Sports Scoreboard
THIS WEEK'S
SPORTS SCHEDULE:

SPORTS RESULTS:
Women's Tennis 2
Women's Field Hockey

TODAY:
Women's Soccer — Clark 3:30 HOME
Women's Volleyball — Smith & Mt. Holyoke 7:00 Away

Women's Tennis 3
Williams 6
Women's Field Hockey 4 Williams 1

WEDNESDAY:
Women's Tennis — Univ. Conn 3:00 Away

Women's Volleyball 2nd at Conn. College
Tourney

THURSDAY:
Women's Field Hockey — Smith 3:30 Away

SATURDAY:
Football — Tufts 2:00 Away
Women's Volleyball — Vassar Tournament 9:00 Away
Cross Country — NESCAC at Tufts 1:00 Away
(men and women)
Men's Soccer — Tufts 11:00 Away
Women's Soccer — Conn. College 10:30 Away
Water Polo — Wesleyan & Holy Cross Away
Women's Tennis — Wesleyan 10:30 Away
Women's Field Hockey — Conn. Colley 2:00 Away

SUNDAY:
Crew — Head of The Charles Away

Smith 7
3 Amherst 1

Women's Soccer 0
Men's Soccer 0

Williams 1
Williams 5

Women's Cross Country

Tied for fourth
Mt. Holyoke Invitational

Men's Cross Country

2nd at HOME Meet

This week's College View Cafe Athlete of the Week is senior Cross
Country co-captain, Craig Gcmmel. Grmmel, who has led the Rant runners
in their moots thus far, excelled in last week's NESCAG qualifying raw,
run at Trinity. Gernmel bested the field of 41 finishers, including runners
from Williams, RPT, and North Adams State, in a course standard time
of 25:54. In the All Goimeticut Meet, Gemmel led all Trinity runners and
his finish was the "Highest ever for a Trinity runnor in the history of the
meet. Congratulations and good luck at Tufts this weekend.

Tonight Is $3 Pitcher Night

At

The View
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Sports
BantamsShuUOutPurple
by Bill Charest
Tripod Sports Writer

The setting for this past weekend's game was perfect - a crisp
autumn day, a large Parents'
Weekend crowd, and a Trinity victory. The Bants continued their
winning ways, sending Williams
packing by a score of 28-0. Though
the team got off to a slow start in
the first quarter, they once again
responded with clutch play on both
offense and defense, showing great
determination.
The running game, though not
as dominant as in the past two
weeks, was stable. John Calcaterra '88 (20 rushes, 54 yds., 1TD)
and senior co-captain Wally Wrobel (11-52) were more than reliable, especially in the second half,
when the Bants needed to run out
the clock. Kevin Griffin '89 (8-28,
217 yds., 2TDs) had a good day as
well. While his completion percentage was not high, Griffin
seemed more at ease throwing the
long ball, completing three passes
of more than 30 yards. Those,
along with other attempts at long
completions, helped spread out the
Williams defense.
The receivers as a whole played
well throughout the contest.. The
surprise performer of the day had
to be Bob Cioppa '90 (3 rec, 120
yds., 1TD), who started in place of
the injured Bob Ugolik '88. Cioppa
burned the Williams defense for a
43-yard bomb on Trinity's first series, and later scored on a 45 yard
touchdown pass from Griffin. Don
Fronzaglia '88 (3-35, 1TD), in addition to rushing the ball a few

Cows28-0

times, made some fine catches, in
cluding a great catch on a ball that
was ruled out of bounds. Terry
McNamara '90, playing with a cast
on his arm, played long enough to
haul in a 57-yard pass.
The defense, as it did last week
against Bates, bent but did not
break. Williams had many opportunities to score, particularly in the
first half, but came up empty every
time. Rob Sickenger '90 had an interception, and generally played
well all day, as did defensive tackle
Dave Hutchinson '88, and linebacker Joe Yamin '89 (who also
had an interception). Williams
quarterback Scott Kennedy (9-24,
2INT) was held well in check all
game - only completing one pass
over twenty yards long. The Bants
pass rush, while not dominant,
came up with a few clutch sacks
and QB pressures; this definitely
prevented Williams from coming
back.
Williams pretty much set the
tone of its clay on its first series close but not quite. They marched
86 yards to the Bants 7, took a
delay of game penalty, and then
promptly missed a 29 yard field
goal. Trinity then responded with
a drive of its own. On third and 6
from the Trinity 39, Griffin completed a 43 yard pass to Cioppa,
putting the ball on the Williams
18. But the Bantams were stopped
cold by a strong Williams pass rush
led by defensive tackle Don Aselton.
After the first quarter ended
scoreless, Trinity came alive in the
second quarter. After a Bowdoin
punt, Fronzaglia and Griffin rushes
moved the ball to the Williams 48.

Robert Cioppa catches a 45 yard bomb from Kevin Griffin to score the
Trinity's 28-0 romp over Williams.
Three plays later, on third and 7,
Griffin hit Bob Cioppa on a post
pattern for a 45 yard TD. Tim Jensen '90 added the kick, and Trinity
was off and running.
Williams took the resulting kickoff and drove to midfield, but were
forced to punt. The punt pinned
Trin deep in its own territory, and
after Williams forced the Bants to
punt, it looked as though Williams
might get back in the game. But

Darren Toth sacks the Williams quarterback on a crucial fourth down.

Bants second touchdown in
Pholo by Potor Black, Jr

The Bants offense, having boon
given a lift by the defense, now
had 1:25 left to capitalize before
the half. Griffin and the rest of the
offense showed that they arc capable of running a hurry-up offense. Two Williams penalties, and
a 12 yard run by Wrobel put tins
ball at the Williams 21 with :fil
left. Two plays later, the Bants hit
paydirt, as Griffin hit Fronzaglia,
who outmuKclod a Williams defender for the ball, for a 15 yard
TD with :25 left. This score was a
big one, putting Trinity up 14-0
going into the half, and the team's
spirit was really high going into
the locker room.

in Bantam territory. But the Trinity defense tightened, stopping
Williams on three plays at the
Trinity 40. The effort put forth on
these two series did a lot toward
putting Trin in the driver's seat
for good.
After Yamin's interception
halted a Williams nmrch at the
start of the fourth quarter, the
Bants set out: to put the game out
of reach. Griffin completed a 57yard puss In MeNutnaru, who
played despite an injured wrist,
which moved the bull to the Williams 17. Griffin lunk the ball in
from the i) a few plays later lo
make il 21-0, and the gume was
essentially over. The Bantams
added uimther .score with 4:42 left
on ;i 2 yard plunge by Calcuterra
for his tith touchdown nf the season In make it. 2H-0, The score was
set up by u 3,'i-yard Griffin-toCioppu puss on third and 10 from
midfeild.

The third quarter was very much
like the first, with no scoring despite opportunities. Williams again
threatened, driving the bull to the
Trinity 22 midway through the
quarter, behind the running (if
Neal Chesley (23-88). Bui Williams
fell apart in the clutch, having two
incomplete passes and an offensive
paws interference call drag them
back to the 38, where they were
forced to punt. After the Bants
were stopped on three plays and a
punt, Williams again got the ball

The Bantams defint.ely showed a
great deal of resolve in this weekend's game. Cinppa stepped into a
new starting role, while McNamara played hurt, and the "instant, rushing yardage" of the past
two weeks was lint, there. The team
as u whole played well. The Bants
musl continue to rise to the occasion iind learn to avoid mistakes
(the Bants nine penalties hurt them
a bit), especially if they are to succeed on the roiid at Tufts and
Hamilton in the next two weeks.

despite starting on the Trinity 40
yard line, Williams could do no better then 7 yards in four plays,
capped off by a Darren Toth '«()
sack on fourth down, and they
turned the bull over on downs at
the Trinity 4 I.

Pholo by Sean Kershaw

Injuries Hurt Women Runners
by Laura Kearney
Tripod Sport* Writer

On Saturday, October 10, the
Trinity Women's Cross Country
team headed up to Massachusetts
yet again. Their destinaton this
trip was Mt. Holyoke for its annual
Invitational. A brisk morning
turned into a perfect afternoon for
running on the rather difficult
course.
Meeting the same competition at
Mt. Holyoke as was experienced
the week before at Amherst, Coach
Alex Magoun and his Bantams had
a good idea of what they would be
facing. However, once again, Trinity's overall finish was hurt by the
absence of some key runners, including tri-captain Shana Pyun and
Sue Kinz.

.us*"

Gail Wehrli, junior tri-captain,
placed first for Trinity and second
in the meet with a time of 19:03
for the 3.1 mile course. Improving
by 1:06 on her time of last week,
the long, flat stretches among the
hills allowed Wehrli to take off.
Following Wehrli in the scoring for
the Bantams were senior tri-captain Jen Elwell in 9th, freshman
Jenny Moran in 23rd, junior Kay
McGowan in 29th and sophomore
Brooke Raymond in 33rd.
McGowan's finish was one of the
most impressive for the Bantams.
Regularly a star sprinter for Trinity's track team, she decided to
continue her training through the
fall by running with the Cross
Country team. Finishing in a scoring position at Mt. Holyokc, she
has officially bridged the gap and
made herself a true distance competitor. When asked why she fin-

ished so well, McGowan replied, "I
don't even know what I was thinking of during the race, but it
worked,"
Smith again finished in first with
27 points, followed by Williams
with 60 and host Mt. Holyoke with
70. Trinity finished in a fourth
place tie with Amherst with 9(>
points. Tri-captain Jen Elwell commented on the competition saying
that, "A lot of people really
POURED it on in the last half." '
Couch Mugoun will lie spending
much nf this week making careful
decisions on the lth-7th positions
for the Women's team for the
NESCAC's this weekend. For
those not competing on Saturday,
there will be a junior varsity meet
at Weslcvan on Thursday.

Bantam mascot Chris Quinn '8K relaxes ami enjoys the game vvi
her mask on.
'
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